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Abstract
The goal of this thesis is to perform a parametric study on planform parameters of rotor blades
with variable delity methods. The aim is to investigate the eect of each parameter on emitted
noise and how it can be reduced. In descent ight, the rotor blades hit vortices generated from the
preceding blades. This noise is known as blade-vortex-interaction (BVI). To simulate the noise
of BVI accurately, the vortices need to be simulated correctly. Therefore, a prescribed and a free
wake model in combination with the blade element theory (BET) and an unsteady panel method
(UPM) are used. These models promise a more ecient way to capture the vortices, compared to
computational uid dynamics (CFD).
The results of the wake models, UPM and the CFD are compared with experimental wind-
tunnel tests from the HARTII, 7AD and ERATO campaigns. The wake models with the BET do
not reach the noise levels or overpredict it. Additionally, they are not able to predict the correct
amount of spread around the peaks. Although UPM predicts the number of peaks and the noise
levels better, more osets are calculated for the more advanced blades. The CFD results give
coarse representations of the experiments and are in need of large computational resources. If
more resources become available these results could be improved too. Hence, the wake models
with the BET and UPM are used to perform the parametric study on the parameters chord length,
anhedral, sweep and twist.
The summary of the parametric study is that each planform parameter is capable of reducing
the emitted noise in descent-ight. The most promising results are obtained through the coupling
of UPM with the BET. Reducing the chord length at the tip is reducing the overall noise level.
Due to this change in planform, the size of the tip vortices increases, thus the blades do not hit
the full vortex. An upwards directed tip is focusing the vortices at the tip of the blade and sets o
the vortices above the rotor plane, so that the noise is even further reduced compared to reducing
the chord length. Giving the blade a backward-forward swept tip is reducing the noise by similar
amounts like anhedral. Twisting the blade has the least reduction capabilities compared to the
other planform parameters.
Yet, contradictory results are obtained among the methods. Hence, further investigation using
either windtunnel experiments or full blown CFD is necessary to validate the results from the
parametric study.
Zusammenfassung
Das Ziel dieser Arbeit besteht darin die Blattparameter von Hubschrauberrotoren mit Verfahren
unterschiedlicher Genauigkeit auf den verursachten Larm hin zu untersuchen. Im Sinkug verur-
sacht ein Helikopter viel Larm, hervorgerufen durch Blatt-Wirbel-Interaktion (BVI). Dabei treen
die Rotorblatter auf Wirbel, die von vorhergehenden Blattern erzeugt wurden. Dazu werden ein
xes und ein freies Wirbelmodell zusammen mit der Blatt-Elementen-Theorie (BET) genutzt. Des
Weiteren wird ein instationares Panel Verfahren (UPM) zusammen mit einem freien Wirbelmodell
genutzt. Diese Methoden sind in der Lage die Wirbel ezienter als Verfahren der numerischen
Stromungsmechanik (CFD) der aktuellen Generation vorherzusagen.
Die Ergebnisse der Methoden werden mit experimentellen Daten aus Windkanalmessungen fur
verschiedene Rotorblatter verglichen. Hierbei handelt es sich um das HARTII, 7AD und ERATO
Blatt. Die Wirbelmodelle, die mit der BET zusammen genutzt werden sind nicht in der Lage das
Larmniveau der Experimente zu ermitteln. Des Weiteren sind sie nicht in der Lage die Larmspitzen
der einzelnen Rotoren korrekt wiederzugeben. Obwohl UPM die Larmspitzen besser wiedergibt,
entstehen groere Unterschiede bei verbesserten Blattgeometrien. Die CFD-Simulationen geben
eine grobe Ubersicht uber das Larmverhalten der einzelnen Rotoren wieder. Es ist sehr wahr-
scheinlich, dass diese Ergebnisse durch eine hohere Auosung verbessert werden. Aufgrund der
hohen Dauer fur CFD Simulationen werden die BET, mit dem xen und freien Wirbelmodell
sowie UPM genutzt um die Parameterstudie durchzufuhren. Bei den Parametern handelt es sich
um die Blatttiefe, V-Stellung, Pfeilung und Verwindung.
Die Zusammenfassung der Parameterstudie ist, dass jeder Parameter die Moglichkeit besitzt
den abgestrahlten Larm im Sinkug zu reduzieren. Von den verschiedenen Methoden, die fur die
Studie genutzt wurden, sind die Ergebnisse, die mit einer Kopplung aus UPM und BET erzielt
wurden die Vielversprechensten. Eine kurzere Proltiefe an der Blattspitze reduziert den globa-
len Larm. Durch diese Anderung werden groere Wirbel erzeugt, die nicht mit voller Groe die
nachfolgenden Blatter treen. Eine nach oben gerichtete V-Stellung an der Blattspitze bewirkt,
dass die Wirbel uber der Rotorebene abgesetzt werden und der Larm noch mehr reduziert werden
kann, im Vergleich zur Verringerung der Proltiefe. Eine ruckwarts-vorwarts Pfeilung reduziert
den Larm ebenso gut wie die V-Stellung. Die Verwindung hat den geringsten Einuss auf den
abgestrahlten Larm im Vergleich zu den anderen Blattparametern.
Allerdings zeigen die Ergbnisse der einzelnen Methoden unterschiedliche Tendenzen. Daher
ist es notwendig zusatzliche Untersuchungen mit Windkanalexperimenten oder hoher aufgelosten
CFD-Rechnungen durchzufuhren, um die Ergebnisse der Parameterstudie zu uberprufen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The helicopter has some unique abilities superseding those of common aircraft. Its ability
to start and land vertically, to hover and to pan left and right make it ideal for maneuvers and
missions in areas where normal aircrafts can not operate [7]. Especially urban areas are the scenes
of helicopters where they do y at a low altitude. Therefore, the population is exposed to emitted
noise, that is a necessary byproduct of lift generation [8].
In gure 1.1, the complicated aeromechanics of a helicopter, that are fundamentally unsteady,
are presented [9]. When the helicopter is hovering the wake of the rotor is pushed below the
plane and the velocity of all blades are identical. In forward ight, the blades experience dierent
velocities through the rotation of the rotor and the translatory forward speed of the helicopter.
Furthermore does the helicopter operate near its own wake, which makes the understanding of
vortex generation and interactions of the dierent structural parts even more important. These
eects and the lack of its understanding are reasons why helicopters were introduced later than
planes.
Figure 1.1: Aeromechanical environment of a helicopter [9]
At the beginning of aviation the emitted noise of aircraft was very high. Militaries were the
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major user of aircrafts, therefore the noise was not a concern to deal with. When world war II
ended, the amount of civil aircraft did rise up and with it the people exposed to aircraft noise.
Schmitz [8] and Van der Wall et al [10] mention, that since then until today, there were and are
dierent scientic programs to identify and reduce the emitted noise.
The major noise sources of a helicopter are the main rotor, tail rotor and the engine [11]. Due
to improvements in engine design and ducted fans around the tail rotor, the noise of these sources
has been reduced. In addition is the generated noise dependent on the ight state of the helicopter.
Especially in descent and forward ight the emitted noise is annoying [12]. High speed impulsive
(HSI) noise is generated when ying forward as described by Bebesel [13]. He also compares the
eect of dierent rotor tip shapes on emitted noise. Kowarsch [12] and Yin [14] do research on the
descent ight state, where the helicopter produces a lot of noise through blade vortex interaction
(BVI) that is one of major concerns to deal with, when designing a helicopter.
BVI is caused by unsteady pressure uctuations at the blades. These pressure uctuations
occur, when the blades and tip vortices, generated from preceding blades, hit each other. The
vortices are not pushed out of the plane by the rotor thrust, nor do they convect as quickly as in
level ight [14]. The problem with this kind of noise is the frequency range, in which it is emitted.
The human ear is responsive from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Sound that is generated at 3 to 4 kHz is a
range where the ear is very receptive [15]. BVI occurs near that range and the helicopter is ying
at a low altitude and has therefore a greater impact on the population than for ying at high
altitudes.
1.2 State of the Art
The following chapter gives an insight in the necessary parts of helicopter aeroacoustic calcu-
lations. First, dierent methods for the determination of generated noise are described. Secondly,
the dierent methods that are used to calculate the required aerodynamic and ight mechanical
parameters are presented. Finally, recent work and research in blade tip design and parameters
is presented.
1.2.1 Introducing Aeroacoustics
In gure 1.2, the directions of dierent helicopter noise sources are displayed. Although broad-
band noise is directed below the helicopter, its contribution to the overall emitted noise is small.
HSI noise is present on the advancing blades, when the helicopter is ying forward at very high
speeds, so that transonic areas are appearing. Thus, the thickness and loading noise are amplied
by the high Mach numbers. The more concerning noise is BVI. This noise occurs through sudden
rapid changes on the blades lift. The pressure uctuations occur when the helicopter operates
in descending or decelerating ight, where the blades pass parallel through the tip vortices from
previous blades [8].
Lighthill formulated the acoustic wave equations, what was the beginning of the simulation of
aerodynamic sound generation. Because of his formulated noise sources it was possible to deter-
mine the cause of sound back to turbulence. These sources are called the terms of Lighthill and
are: turbulence, uctuation in friction and entropy [15]. Ffowcs-William and Hawkings (FW-H)
published their equation, which is used to combine the terms of Lighthill and thickness noise and
loading noise on moving objects. This equation is seen as the basic form of the terms of Lighthill
and may be used to determine the noise of the complex movements of a helicopter, especially in
forward and descent ight to calculate HSI and BVI noise [16].
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Figure 1.2: Helicopter noise directions of dierent sources [9]
An overview of possible methods in aeroacoustics is given by Brentner [17]. He describes three
methods to simulate the noise generated by rotor blades:
 Computational Aeroacoustics (CAA)
 Hawkings formulation of Kirchho
 Ffowcs-William Hawkings (FW-H)
CAA is often referred to solve the linearized Euler equations (LEE). This method is expensive
in computational eort because the mesh that is used has to be very ne in the whole ow eld
which raises the simulation time [18].
The next approach is the formulation of Kirchho, a derivative of the FW-H-equation. Brent-
ner and Farassat [9] give reasons why it is unreliable for helicopter rotor noise. If the observer is
0:7 chords away from the blade surface then both methods, the FW-H and Kircho analogy, agree
reasonable. If the pressure is calculated closer to the surface, the results become unrealistic [9].
The FW-H-equation solves three dierent source terms: the terms of Lighthill, loading noise
and thickness noise [17]. Each of these terms have specications that need to be fullled. There-
fore, the already mentioned sources are mathematically described. Thickness noise is described
by a monopole and it needs the geometry and the kinematics of the rotor blade. The loading
noise is presented by a dipole and needs additionally the geometry and kinematic of the loads
on the surface of the blade. The terms of Lighthill are described by a quadrupole and thus need
the solution of the ow eld around the blade to perform a volume integration. For the FW-H
equation, the input data is used in the Farassat 1A formulation [19]. Thus, the deformed blade
pressure surfaces are needed that are obtained from windtunnel experiments or simulations. A
positive eect of FW-H based codes is that the computational eort is highly reduced in compar-
ison to the LEE. However, the aerodynamic loads have to be obtained separately. Wide spread
and known FW-H-based codes are for example the WOPWOP+ from NASA or TRAC (Tiltrotor
Aeroacoustic Codes) [17].
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1.2.2 Aerodynamical Methods
To compute the emitted noise, the loadings, surrounding pressure and the trim of the rotor
blades are required. This leads to an aero-mechanical problem, which is in need of multiple dis-
ciplines for accurate modeling. The loads are calculated from aerodynamics. The structure of
the blades are deformed elastically through aerodynamic and inertial forces. Finally, the ight
mechanics are covered by the rigid-body motion which is required to account for blade dynamics
as well as trim settings. This multidisciplinary problem of dynamics is usually solved by compre-
hensive codes. Kunz describes codes like CAMRAD, UMARC and RCAS [20].
The blade element theory (BET) computes the airloads on a rotor blade [21]. The forces are
calculated from airfoil coecient tables. The blade itself is discretized at the quarter chord line
where the forces are computed in dependency of the inow. The main advantage of the BET is the
low computational eort and the robustness of it. However, no vortex structures are computed,
therefore it is not suited for the already mentioned BVI-noise.
To resolve the vortex structures that are necessary for capturing the BVI event, the BET can
be used together with wake models. There are two available approaches, the free and the pre-
scribed wake models. The use of the Kutta-Joukowski lift theorem and the law of Biot-Savart are
used to generate the wake of the rotor. The bound vortices of the blade are determined through
the lift that is generated. Afterwards, the trailing wakes and the vortices are convected. Finally,
the induced velocities are computed by the law of Biot-Savart. For the prescribed model the wake
geometry is based on thrust, blade number and the ight condition [5]. The free wake model
solves the geometry of the wake iteratively. This is done by convecting the vortices with induced
velocities. Michea and Chauvin [4] mention that these models oer the possibility to resolve BVI.
The general assumptions of these models are: incompressible, inviscid and irrotational ow.
Another technique are panel methods. The surface of the blade is divided in many panels
instead of a line. These panels are described through velocity potentials. This method has the
same assumptions as the wake models concerning the ow. The great advantage of a panel method
is that together with a free wake model it is capable of resolving BVI-eect without the eort of
an expensive computational uid dynamics (CFD) simulation [14].
An expensive but more accurate way, to model the airloads oer the Euler- and RANS-
(Reynolds-Averaged-Navier-Stokes) equations. They are capable of resolving 3D-eects at a rotor
blade and in the ow eld. The Euler equations are neglecting viscous eects, but are able to
compute compressible ow. In combination with a turbulence model the RANS equations oer the
possibility to account for viscosity. Kowarsch et al [12] simulated a complete H145 helicopter in
descent ight with over 190 million grid cells at the High Performance Computing Center Stuttgart
(HLRS). They state that this approach is unsuitable for parametric studies on blade design in the
near future.
1.2.3 Overview of Rotor Blade Development
An overview of rotor blade designs is given by Brocklehurst and Barakos [11]. They compare
the development of rotor blades with wings and mention where analogies exist. One analogy for
example is the special treatment of the tip of a wing or blade. At the tip of planes, winglets are
used to virtually increase the span and reduce the induced drag. The use of anhedral for rotor
blades is also able to achieve a reduction in induced drag [22] [23].
In the opinion of Brocklehurst and Barakos [11], the early development of rotor blades was
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focused on aerodynamics. New improvements in CFD helps to understand the inuence of the
parameters. The focus lies on the blade tip design where speed is highest and most lift and drag
are generated. The emitted noise of a rotor blade is directly connected to the blade tip because of
the high velocities which are directly responsible. When the helicopter is in hover the speed rises
linearly up with the length of the rotor blade. As already mentioned this is dierent in forward
or descent ight.
The four main planform parameters of a rotor blade are: chord length, an-/dihedral, sweep
and twist. Each of the parameters has dierent inuences on the performance of a helicopter
and on the surrounding ow eld. Each parameter has to be investigated independently and its
inuence on the emitted noise.
1.3 Objective of this Research
The objective of this thesis is to perform a parametric study on planform parameters with
variable delity methods available to model rotor noise. The goal is to nd a suitable method for
optimization. Dierent existing rotor blades are investigated with dierent numerical tools.
In chapter 2, the basics of aeroacoustics and the used FW-H-code are described. Afterwards,
dierent methods to compute the aerodynamics are described and compared with each other.
Furthermore, the inuences of the planform parameters of a rotor blade are given. In chapter
3, the results of the simulations of the rotor blades in descent ight are discussed. In chapter
4, the results of the parametric study of the used methods are displayed. Finally, the thesis is
summarized to give a conclusion of the eectiveness of each parameter to reduce BVI-noise and
which method is suitable for optimization.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Review
In the following chapter, an introduction in aeroacoustics and the used FW-H based code is
given. Additionally, the variable methods and the planform parameters and their eects on the
aerodynamics of a helicopter are presented. In gure 2.1, the order of the numerical process chain
for aeroacoustic analysis is given. The sound is generated on a carpet of microphones to compare
numerical results with the experimental ones. Before the sound pressure level (SPL) is computed,
the loads on the rotor blades are needed. The loads are resolved with aerodynamic models of
dierent delity implemented in HOST, UPM or FLOWer. To calculate the loads and vortices
of a blade correctly, it is important to know the deformation of the blades. For this, the beam
model of the comprehensive code HOST is used.
Microphones/sound carpet
APSIM  
HOST – wake models
UPM
FLOWer
Sound pressure
Propagation
HOST Elastics
Loads
Deformations
Trim procedure
Comprehensive Code          Flow/ Vortex Solution
Aero-Acoustic Codes
Figure 2.1: Process chain of numerical solution for aeroacoustic analysis
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2.1 Introduction of the Basics of Aeroacoustics
In the following part, the basics of acoustics, aeroacoustics and the FW-H based code will be
explained.
2.1.1 Basics of Acoustics
Due to dierences in pressure signals, the stimulus in the human ear responses to it and
perceives it as a perception of sound. The pressure range, the ear responds to, is very wide: 20
Hz to 20 kHz. The strength of an acoustic signal is set with the root mean square, where p0 is
the unsteady sound pressure [15]:
~p =
q
(p0)2 (2.1)
As already mentioned, the ear is capable of receiving a wide range of sound pressures. The
minimum and maximum are the thresholds of hearing and pain respectively [15]:
 ~pmin = pref = 10
 5 Pa  0 dB
 ~pmax = 10
2 Pa  120 dB
The large range of pressure signals, the human ear can receive, sets the need for a readable level.
The scientist Bel dened the sound pressure level (SPL) Lp [dB] [15]:
Lp = 10 lg

~p
pref
2
= 20 lg

~p
pref

(2.2)
In gure 2.2, the perception of sound is displayed. Represented are the areas, where the human
ear operates. Additionally to the dependancy of frequency, the noisiness of sound rises with [24]:
 Sound pressure (most dominating)
 Variation/Dierence in time
 Content of information (speech, danger/siren)
 Tonality (peaks in the spectrum)
Figure 2.2: Perception of sound pressure level [25]
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Because humans are individuals, a dierentiation has to be made. Hence, a noise weighting is in-
troduced to ease the handling with acoustics. Though signals are no pure tones of frequency, noise
weighting helps to understand some basic characteristics of low noise designing. Internationally,
four weightings (A-D) are agreed up on, yet the A-weighting is the most applied one. In gure
2.3, the noise weighting with A- and B-scale is presented. The focus lies on the A-scale. dBs are
added or subtracted in dependency of the frequency to the SPL [15] [24]. Additionally, the range
where BVI occurs is marked. Van der Wall et al [10] mentions that the Blade-Passing-Frequency,
where BVI occurs is about 8  20. The frequency range is calculated with the following equation:
f = BPF  n RPM=60 (2.3)
The number of blades is displayed by n and RPM are the revolutions per minute. Using this
formula and assuming RPM = 1000 1=min, the boundaries of BVI are:
f = 533  1333Hz
Figure 2.3: Noise weighting A/B-scale, logarithmic scaled frequency, [DIN-IEC 651]
2.1.2 Aeroacoustic
Aeroacoustics is the sound generation by aerodynamic means. Since the foundation of this
eld, a lot of eort was put into it, to understand the sources of aeroacoustics and to reduce its
eects. For helicopter development this is challenging [12]. Schmitz [8] describes rotor noise as an
inevitable by-product of necessary lift-generation for helicopters. He also mentions that a rotor in
undisturbed air will create less noise than one in turbulent air. Turbulence causes local changes
in blade loading, thus causing unsteady disturbances leading to more noise. In addition, he ranks
the importance of helicopter noise sources:
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1. Main-rotor impulsive
{ High-speed-impulsive (HSI)
{ Blade-vortex-interaction (BVI)
2. Tail rotor (TR)
3. Main rotor (MR) - loading and thickness noise
4. Engine/Transmission
5. MR/TR interaction
The concerning noise in this thesis is BVI. Key parameters for BVI are the advance ratio , tip
Mach-number Matip and the strength of the shed vortices. Altering the shape of the leading edge
and the tip can reduce BVI events, shown by the Blue EdgeTM blade from Eurocopter [10]. In
1980, another attempt was to serrate the leading edge of a blade to reduce BVI noise [8]. It was
shown that it has a positive aeroacoustic eect. But, each change in the planform of a blade,
changes the eect on the aerodynamics and the dynamics of the blade, possibly reducing the
eectiveness of the helicopter. That means each eect works both ways and can not be forseen.
Hence, the eect of changing the planform parameters has to be investigated. It is infeasible if
the emitted noise is 20 dB below each other helicopter and the new blade can not even lift the
helicopter anymore with the crew.
The challenge to compute BVI is dicult, because of the excessive numerical dissipation imple-
mented by state of the art 2nd order schemes. Kowarsch et al [12] mentions this problem and they
performed simulations on a complete H145 helicopter via CFD with over 190 million grid cells
and higher order schemes. This large number of cells requires a supercluster and is not applicable
for industry nor parametric studies.
2.1.3 FW-H-Code APSIM
The Acoustic Prediction System base on Integral Method (APSIM) is developed at the DLR
Institute of Aerodynamics and Flow Technologies. It is based on the Ffowcs-William Hawkings
equation. Only linear sound propagation is taken into account [1]. APSIM solves the general
FW-H equation that is obtained after rearranging the Navier-Stokes (NS) conservation equations.
The general form of the FW-H equation for an inhomogeneous wave equation is the following:
1
c2
@2
@t2
 r2

[c2(  0)] =
@2
@xi@xj
[Tij] 
@
@xi
f[Pijnj + ni(un   vn)](f)g
+
@
@t
f[0vn + (un   vn)](f)g
(2.4)
The symbol c is the speed of sound, t the observer reception time,  the density of air and 0 the
density in undisturbed air. The Lighthill stress tensor is displayed by Tij, and xi and xj are the
position of the observer. The uid and surface velocity are described by un and vn respectively,
which are in direction normal to the surface. ~n is the unit normal vector. The compressive stress
tensor is described by Pij and Pij = Pij for an inviscid uid. The Kronecker delta and the
Dirac delta function are ij and (f) respectively. If the observer is outside the source region, the
notation p0 = c20 = c2(  0) can be used on the left hand side. Furthermore, when the surface
f(~x; t) = 0 is on the body surface and not penetrable, that un   vn = 0, then the classical FW-H
equation is obtained:
1
c2
@2p0
@t2
 r2p0 =
@2
@xi@xj
[Tij] +
@
@t
[0vn(f)] 
@
@xj
[li(f)] (2.5)
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The forces are on the right hand side of the equation.
@
@t
[0vn(f)] represents the thickness term,
@
@xj
[li(f)] the loading term and the quadrupole term is described by
@2
@xi@xj
[Tij]. The dierent
source terms has physical meaning only when the integral surface is located on a real impenetrable
physical body. For the integral formulation two possibilities are implemented in APSIM [1]. For
the following cases the deformed blade surface pressure 1A formulation of Farassat is used [19].
These pressure data are obtained from windtunnel experiments or numerical simulations. In
addition, _dS=dS surface dilatation eects are included [19].
2.2 Theoretical Review of Aerodynamic Methods
Figure 2.4 shows the approach to investigate the aerodynamics of rotor blades. The methods
that are used to perform the investigations are the following: METAR,MESIR,UPM, EU and
NS. The perceived delities and relative amount of computational time needed for the dierent
methods is presented too. The theoretical basics and the physical eects that can be simulated
are described in the following part for each method.
dr
V
blade
Blade 
Element 
Theory 
(BET)
BET + 
presc./free wake
Model
HOST (METAR, 
MESIR)
Panel 
Method + 
free wake 
model
UPM
Computational 
Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD)
FLOWer (EU, 
NS)
Fidelity
Speed
Figure 2.4: Dierent methods to investigate rotor blades dependent on time and delity
2.2.1 Blade Element Theory
The airloads of a rotor blade are computed with the blade element theory (BET). The blade
is discretized along the quarter chord line [21]. From airfoil coecient tables, the respective forces
are computed. This method has drawbacks like limited accuracy and no vortex modeling. The
viscosity and compressibility are given in airfoil tables. The determination of the inow is non-
trivial and thus, with the neglection of 3D-eects, not applicable for an aeroacoustic study. This
method is implemented in the comprehensive codeHOST (Helicopter Overall Simulation Tool) [3]
developed by Airbus Helicopters (AH), formerly Eurocopter.
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2.2.2 Vortex Modeling
The mentioned drawbacks of the BET may be compensated by the use of wake models. In
the comprehensive code HOST, two wake models have been implemented. The prescribed wake
model METAR [5] moves the vortices according to a semi-empirical denition. The free wake
model MESIR [4] uses the induced velocities to move the laments downstream. The free wake
approach results in a better wake representation. The disadvantage of MESIR is the reduced
stability in comparison to METAR, the prescribed model. Both types of wake modeling allow
the resolution of BVI eects, but only take incompressible, inviscid, irrotational ow.
2.2.3 Panel Method
The surface of the rotor blades may be discretized via panels to improve the resolution of the
tip vortices. The general assumptions for this method are the same as for the wake models: in-
compressible, inviscid and irrotational ow. Although incompressible ow is assumed, the Prandtl
Glauert correction 1=
p
j1 Ma2j is applied to each airfoil section to alleviate the compressible
eect. Sources and sinks are used to describe the surface of the blade. This method is imple-
mented in UPM (Unsteady Panel Method), developed by the DLR [26]. When there are shocks
in the ow eld this correction becomes invalid. UPM may be coupled with HOST to obtain a
valid trim. This has been validated by Yin et al [14]. With HOST the forces, the trim and elastic
eects are computed and afterwards with UPM the wake of the rotor. The great advantage of
UPM over RANS based CFD is the little computational eort it requires.
2.2.4 CFD
The CFD-based, block structured nite-volume code FLOWer was also developed at the
DLR [2]. In this study the Euler (EU) as well as the RANS (NS) equations are used. Time
is progressed by using a 2nd order dual time-stepping scheme, for which the inner iterations are
calculated with a ve step Runge-Kutta scheme [27]. For the rotor blades a 2nd order Jameson-
Schmidt-Turkel (JST) scheme is used [28]. The fuselage, for the NS simulations, uses a mixed
version of the JST and Pade scheme. A 6th order Pade lter is used for numerical dampening
and the JST scheme is used to calculate the ux. These settings are taken from Wilke [27]. The
Pade scheme is a compact higher-order nite dierence scheme, developed by Lele [29]. The JST
scheme is a nite volume approach, which also has a high level of robustness and exibility.
With the Euler equations it is possible to resolve 3D and compressible eects and even BVI.
It is possible that sonic events like shocks are not as well captured as in a RANS computation.
For the RANS calculation a turbulence model is required to calculate the viscous eects, that are
neglected in the Euler simulation. To get qualitatively correct results, the aeroelastics of the rotor
blades must taken into account [30]. Thus, the solver HOST is used to calculate the trim and
the deformations of the blades. The big advantage of CFD-methods over all other methods is the
high resolution, but at high computational costs in terms of time. Another eect that can occur
is that vortices dissipate too early and that BVI is not captured properly. This happens because
of numerical viscosity that is necessary for a stable solution.
2.2.5 Comparison of Used Methods
In table 2.1, the main advantages and disadvantages of each method are displayed. The length
of each simulation can not be determined at this point, but a higher delity usually leads to higher
computational times. How the results from the simulations dier from the experiments can not
be foretold either. How ecient each method in the end is, will be displayed in chapter 3.
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Fidelity Low Mid Mid-High High
Methods
BET & prescr.
wake model
BET & free
wake model
Panel method
& free wake
Euler RANS
Boundary layer/
friction/
Laminar-turb./
transition
Tab
-
Tab
-
N/A
	
N/A
	
turb. model /
no laminar
transition here
Compressible
ow
Tab
	 - 
Tab
	 - 
CF
	
FS

FS

Stall
Tab

Tab

N/A
	
FS
	
FS

Downwash
CF
VX

CF
VX

FS

FS

FS

3D eects
CF
VX

CF
VX
-
VX

FS

FS

Vorticity
CF
VX
-
CF
VX
-
VX

FS

FS

Numerical/
Articial
dissipation
Viscous core model Numerical lter, Pressure sensor
Applications
Acoustics
Performance
Acoustics
Acoustics
Performance
Performance
Loads, Acoustics
Table 2.1: Accuracy of the dierent methods deduced from Wilke [31], Legend: CF - correction
factors, FS - complete eld solution, VX - velocity eld, Tab - tabled data, 	 - poor/no,  - fair,
 - good,  - very good prediction capabilities
2.3 Aerodynamic Properties of Planform Parameters
In the following, the major planform parameters and their inuence on the helicopter acoustics
are presented. Additionally, the advantages and disadvantages of the parameters are compared.
The parameters and the respective changes that can be made are displayed in gure 2.5, namely
chord length, anhedral, sweep and twist. For further information on the development of modern
rotor blades consult Brocklehurst and Barackos [11]. In table 2.2, an overview of the parameters
and their inuences is given. Especially the use of sweep already showed that it has a large impact
on the emitted noise. The Blue EdgeTM blade developed by AH is a double swept blade [10]. An
example for reduced chord length is the Ogee tip, explained by Brocklehurst and Barackos [11].
To understand each eect on its own, a parametric study on all four parameters will be conducted
with the already described methods.
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Figure 2.5: Major planform parameters of rotor blades [31]
Parameter Physics Advantages Disadvantages
chord length
decrease
area
inow distribution,
friction
reduced (friction) drag,
better circulation distribution
less lift,
potential stall,
decreased inertia
(autorotation)
anhedral
increase
vortex
eld
reduced induced drag,
BVI reduction (acoustics),
oset of vortices
structural challenges
sweep
increase
compressibility reduced transonic drag, circulation structural instability
twist
(negative)
increase
angle of attack
inow distribution,
vortex eld
better circulation distribution,
reduced induced drag
less lift,
possible stall,
vibrations
Table 2.2: Inuence of major parameters and their advantages and disadvantages from [22]
and [23]
2.3.1 Tapering and Chord Length Distribution
The circulation of the blade can be modied by increasing or decreasing the area. Another
factor that is increased by a larger area is the viscous drag of the blade.
Tapering the leading and trailing edge can result in a swept blade. Connected with the sweep
parameter very high sweep angles can be achieved. Aero-elastic blade deformations are inuenced
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by the change of mass through the chord distribution and the sweep [32].
To optimize this parameter, a tool that takes uid-structural coupling into account is needed.
To represent the design properly, transonic and inviscid as well as viscous eects need to be sim-
ulated.
The already mentioned Ogee tip is displayed in gure 2.6, which is designed to reduce noise [11].
The aim is to reduce peak velocities of the tip vortex, but a disadvantage of tapering is the
possibility of stall due to an higher required blade pitch and less lift. If the noise is reduced to
a certain level and the disadvantages made smaller, this could be a way to new helicopter rotor
blades. This tip was never mounted on a production blade.
Figure 2.6: Ogee tip planform [11]
2.3.2 An-/Dihedral
The strength of tip vortices and their shed position is determined by the an- or dihedral of the
blade. Through the decreased strength the induced power is lowered, thus the interaction with
the next blade is also reduced. This leads to a reduced BVI-eect [11].
At modern airplanes, there are winglets at the tip of the wings. Yet, these do not underlay
unsteady ow conditions. In forward ight, the strong aero-elastic eects on helicopter blades are
the reason why there are no winglets. On one hand, Heilers [7] found out that in hover a winglet
can be benecial. On the other hand a mild dihedral is benecial in forward ight [33]. However,
these investigations are focused on the performance of a helicopter.
The simulation of the anhedral eects must be done correctly to model the tip vortices. Oth-
erwise, BVI can not be captured properly. It is also crucial to model the uid-structural coupling
due to strong aero-elastic eects.
2.3.3 Sweep
The main purpose of a swept blade is the minimization of the transonic drag. At high revo-
lutions per minute (RPM) and high speed forward ight, it happens that the tip operates in the
transonic regime.
A forward swept blade is briey mentioned by Brocklehurst and Barakos [11]. Due to the
delaying of delocalization the noise is reduced. Especially for high impulsive noise at high Mach
numbers this method becomes interesting. Wether or not forward swept blades are also eective
at lower Mach numbers in descent ight is not mentioned.
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The challenge when working with this parameter is the need of a uid-structural coupling. This
method needs to simulate compressibility eects, the vortex eld around the blade and viscous
eects, so that the aerodynamic torsional load on the blade are correctly represented. Imiela [34]
mentions that the aeroelastic problems are the reason why there exist no strong swept blades.
Examples of swept blades are the ERATO blade or its derivative the Blue EdgeTM , displayed
in gure 2.7 blade [10] [11]. The leading edge of the blade does not hit the parallel vortex.
Figure 2.7: Blue EdgeTM blade structure [10]
2.3.4 Twist
The strongest eect on the performance of the rotor blade is the twist. It indirectly sets the
angle of attack, which denes the circulation of the blade. The inow is induced by the downwash
and tip vortices of previous blades and thus directly aects the choice of twist for a blade. Another
point of twist is the torsion of the blade. The torsion rises by the pitching from non-symmetric
airfoils and an oset from the quarter chord to the elastic axis. This occurs due to sweeping or
anhedral of the blade [34].
2.3.5 Aeroacoustic Review of the Parameters
A blade that was meant to receive all advantages of the eects with no boundaries, was the
advanced technology rotor (ATR) [13]. Five dierent airfoils were used and a swept back tip. The
aim was to design a blade that had low noise emissions and moderate loads. The eect of each
parameter on the emitted noise could not been predicted. Yet, from the review of the already
conducted research and regarding the Ogee tip [11] and the BlueEdgeTM [10] blade: It can be
said that sweep and a smaller chord length at the tip have great potential to passively reduce
rotor noise. Anhedral does aect the vortices directly and thus has a great potential to reduce
BVI too. If a change of twist does aect the emitted noise can not be foretold. Hence, these four
parameters will be changed over an acceptable and reasonable range to investigate the respected
inuences.
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Chapter 3
Comparison of Numerical Methods for
selected Rotor Blades
In the following chapter, the results of the methods described in chapter 2 are presented.
The rotor blades are the HARTII [35], 7AD and ERATO [36] blades, that were investigated in
previous windtunnel experiments. These blades also represent dierent generations by aeroacoustic
means, where the ERATO is the furthest developed one.
First, the combination of the methods and the respective discretizations are presented. In
addition, the dierent descent ight conditions for each rotor blade is given. Afterwards, the
results are depicted via trim angles, noise carpet, airloads and their derivatives.
3.1 Numerical Setup and Flight Conditions
The dierent methods, combinations, codes and their respective delities and solution ap-
proaches are listed below.
The wake models implemented inHOST are neither able to represent the fuselage of the rotor,
nor the surface.
For the simulations with UPM, the fuselage is implemented, because noise is better captured,
according to Yin et al [14]. The simulations of UPM are coupled with HOST that calculates the
trim. Afterwards, UPM resolves the wake and loads of the rotor. UPM-METAR is coupled
with METAR one time and UPM-BET is coupled with the BET ve times.
Wilke [27] showed in his paper that it is possible to determine the noise of the HARTII rotor
with CFD using 100 million points. He mentions the possibility to receive similar results by the
use of less grid cells and a smaller time step size. This is tried in this thesis. The computational
method uses a second order Jameson-Schmidt-Turkel (JST) scheme for the rotor and a fourth
order Pade scheme for the background mesh. The fuselage for the NS uses a second order JST
scheme and a sixth order lter. For more details see [27].
 Low-Fidelity (HOST)
{ METAR: BET+prescribed wake model (isolated rotor)
{ MESIR: BET+free wake model (isolated rotor)
 Mid-delity (UPM)
{ UPM-METAR: UPM in combination with METAR (4 blades + fuselage)
{ UPM-BET: UPM coupled with BET (4 blades + fuselage)
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 Mid-High-delity (FLOWer)
{ EU: Euler (4 blades with 2nd order JST scheme with 2nd order lter, isolated rotor,
background with 4th order Pade scheme with 6th order lter)
 High-delity (FLOWer)
{ NS: Navier-Stokes (4 blades with 2nd order JST scheme with 2nd order lter + fuselage
with 2nd order JST scheme and 6th order lter, background with 4th order Pade scheme
with 6th order lter)
In table 3.1, the individual surface discretization for each method is presented. For each method,
the number of radial and chordwise points could be increased, but the resolution was chosen
accordingly to the results of previous performed best practice studies, except for METAR or
MESIR [27]. The number of chordwise panels forUPM and FLOWermust be sucient enough,
with emphasis on the leading edge, to correctly capture the suction peak, which strongly aects
BVI.
Location Radial Chord Stepsize []
METAR 39 1 2
MESIR 39 1 2
UPM-METAR 17 49 2
UPM-BET 17 49 2
EU
96 112
0.125
20,000,000
grid cells
NS
96 112
0.125
20,000,000
grid cells
Table 3.1: Individual discretization for each method including stepsize in degrees and grid size
for CFD
In table 3.2, the ight conditions of the simulations for the descent ight are depicted. Addi-
tionally, the dierent RPM and blade radii are given. The lower RPM of the ERATO and thus
the lower tip Mach number is one reason why this rotor emits less noise than the other two. The
symbol R stands for the rotor radius,  for the descent-rate and Matip and Ma1 for the tip Mach
number and the free stream velocity respectively.
HARTII 7AD ERATO
R [m] 2:0 2:1 2:1
RPM [1=min] 1042 1022 946
 [ ] 0:150 0:154 0:165
Matip[ ] 0:638 0:660 0:616
Ma1[ ] 0:096 0:102 0:102
Sense of rotation ccw cw cw
Table 3.2: Descent ight conditions and sense of rotation: cw=clockwise, ccw=counter clockwise
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3.2 Results of Variable Fidelity Methods for dierent Ro-
tor Blades
The results for each rotor blade are presented individually. First, the blade planform and the
noise carpet of the experiment are analyzed. Then, the trim results and the carpet plots of the
simulations are compared with the experiment. Additionally, the airloads and their derivatives are
presented to identify the causes for the dierences between the simulations and the experiment.
3.2.1 HARTII
The HARTII blade is rectangular with one airfoil, the NACA 23012, and a linear twist dis-
tribution. The blade has neither sweep, nor anhedral, as seen in gures 3.1(a) and 3.1(c). As
already mentioned, BVI shows an impulsive character and occurs in the mid frequency range
around 8  20 BPF [10]. Therefore, the following noise carpets are represented in that range. In
previous experimental studies, thirteen equally distributed microphones in lateral direction and
seventeen in downstream direction were placed [35]. At the same locations, the noise levels for
the simulations are computed.
In gure 3.1(b), the noise carpet of the HARTII experiment is displayed. Additionally, the
free stream direction, the radius of the blade and the direction of rotation are displayed, for
orientation. In the noise carpet, two peaks are observed, one on the advancing side and one on
the retreating side of the blade. These hotspots occur due to the rapid unsteady pressure changes
on the rotor blades through vortex interaction with previously generated vortices. The dierent
tip speeds on the advancing and retreating side are the reason why the SPL diers from each
other. In addition, the second peak is not at  = 270, due to the translatory ying speed of the
helicopter and the directivity of the sound. The low noise between the hotspots occurs through
the fuselage in the experiment.
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(a) Planform parameters HARTII (b) SPL - HARTII experiment
(c) Blade design HARTII
Figure 3.1: Planform and SPL [dB] of the HARTII experiment
In table 3.3, the trim results for each simulation are displayed. 0 represents the collective
pitch that sets the angle of attack for all rotor blades and is mainly responsible for the thrust.
C and S are the cosine and sine portion of the cyclic pitch that are used to control the roll and
pitch moment of the helicopter [7]. For additional visualization of the trim angles, calculated by
the dierent methods, consult gure A.1 depicted in the appendix.
METAR shows small osets for both cyclic angles, yet is able to capture the collective pitch.
In gure 3.2(a), the noise carpet is displayed. Only one peak is calculated on the advancing side
of the blade. Its location is overpredicted and the noise level is underpredicted by 3 dB. There is
no sign of a second peak on the retreating side.
MESIR predicts even more osets in all trim angles. Therefore, the blade location does not
match the experiment and the vortices are dierently resolved. This is the reason why the noise
level in gure 3.2(b) is overpredicted by 1 to 3 dB and the hotspots are not isolated. A potential
reason for the dierences with the experiment is that METAR and MESIR are performed as
isolated rotors with no fuselage.
UPM-METAR uses the METAR predicted trim angles for its own prediction of the vortex
eld. Therefore, UPM-METAR shows the same trim as METAR. In gure 3.2(c), the noise
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carpet with an appropirate noise level is presented. The BVI peaks match the experiment in
location and noise level with small discrepancies. The osets in the trim angles may be the reason
why there is no perfect match. The dierences between METAR and UPM-METAR occur
due to the dierent aerodynamic models.
UPM-BET receives the trim from iteratively coupling with HOST. The cyclic pitch is cap-
tured well, yet the collective shows the largest dierence of all simulations. Through this dierence,
the location of the blade is wrong determined and thus the resolution of the vortices. This is a
reason why only one peak is captured properly in gure 3.2(d). In addition, the noise level is 2
dB lower, compared to the experiment. The second peak at (x =  1; y =  2) is not predicted as
for UPM-METAR.
One similarity between the simulations performed with HOST and UPM is the prediction
of the peak on the advancing side. The noise levels in HOST are either over or underpredicted,
where UPM for the main peak matches the experiment well. Reasons for this behaviour is the
neglection of the fuselage in HOST and the assumption of a line for the wake models, where
UPM models the rotor as a surface and takes the displacement of the fuselage into account.
The collective pitch and sine portion of the cyclic pitch of the CFD simulations show nearly
the same discrepancies, compared to the experiment. Only NS is able to capture the cosine pitch.
The oset of the EU may be a reason why the hotspots in gure 3.2(e) are underpredicted by 3
to 5 dB. The center of both peaks show small dierences compared to the experiment. A possible
reason for this is the neglection of the fuselage. Unlike the low and mid delity simulations, EU
is able to simulate the lowest noise outside the rotor disc in the top left corner. This noise level
is close to the noise as in the experiment.
The NS simulation in gure 3.2(f) is also able to simulate this low noise in the corner, but is
unable to simulate the second peak properly that is part of a twin peak. The main peak matches
the experiment well, except that its noise level is 3 to 5 dB too low.
Although CFD is considered mid-high to high-delity, it is not able to identify BVI events as
good as the simulation conducted with UPM-METAR and the noise is predicted too low. One
reason for the behaviour of the CFD simulations may be the relative small number of grid cells
used for the simulation, despite the fact that a higher order scheme is used. Wilke [27] shows that
it is possible to better match the experiment by the use of about 100 million points.
HARTII
Methods 0[
] C [
] S[
]
Experiment 3:8 1:92  1:34
METAR 3:78 1:71  1:10
MESIR 3:64 1:58  0:91
UPM-METAR 3:78 1:71  1:10
UPM-BET 3:56 1:93  1:11
EU 3:66 1:68  1:05
NS 3:67 1:95  1:02
Table 3.3: Dierent trim results of the HARTII simulation
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(a) SPL - METAR (b) SPL - MESIR
(c) SPL - UPM-METAR (d) SPL - UPM-BET
(e) SPL - EU (f) SPL - NS
Figure 3.2: SPL [dB] plots for the HARTII blade
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In gure 3.3, the load-coecients, cnM
2 and their temporal derivatives dcnM
2
d 
for each investi-
gated method and the experiment are displayed. The location of the radial cut of the blade is at
r=R = 0:87.
The normal forces from METAR and MESIR are displayed in gure 3.3(a). METAR
underpredicts the airloads from  = 0 to  = 130 on the advancing side of the blade. On the
retreating side, from  = 240 to  = 330 too low loads and high frequency oscillations with
small amplitudes are generated. In gure 3.3(b), the derivatives of the loads are depicted. These
oscillations are directly connected to the emitted noise. Although the amplitudes are higher than
in the experiment, the oscillations do occur later, where the tip Mach number is smaller. Hence,
the noise generated is lower.
MESIR also underpredicts the airloads as METAR, yet the peaks do occur at the same
time as in the experiment. The amplitudes of the uctuations are larger on the retreating side of
the blade. The derivatives are displayed in gure 3.3(b). Observing the peaks from  = 270 to
 = 90, one long high frequency oscillation is identied. Therefore, the peaks are not as isolated
as in the other carpets. The higher calculated amplitudes in connection with the respective tip
Mach numbers are the reason why the noise is overpredicted with MESIR.
In gure 3.3(c), the results from UPM are displayed, where UPM-METAR underpredicts
the loads on the advancing side from  = 0 to  = 100. On the retreating side they match the
experiment with a small oset. The derivatives, in gure 3.3(d), show similar results as the loads
in terms of locationand wiggles across the curve. The small osets and the last false prediction
of UPM-METAR, near  = 360 that do not occur in the experiment, are the reason why the
noise carpet do not t with the experiment.
UPM-BET underpredicts the loads across the complete graph except at  = 270, where it
shows a match with the experiment. Although it is able to match the number and location of
the peaks with small osets, it is not able to match their strength. This is better presented in
gure 3.3(d), where the wiggles with smaller amplitudes are identied. The smaller amplitudes
are accountable for the lower noise than the experiment.
EU and NS are able to match the form of the experiment, yet both underpredict the loads,
displayed in gure 3.3(e). EU shows less and weaker oscillations on the advancing side and
smaller values with the same phase as the experiment on the retreating side. The location of the
derivatives in gure 3.3(f) matches the experiment well. Yet, the amplitudes are too small, thus
less noise, compared to the experiment is generated.
NS determines even less oscillations than EU with even smaller amplitudes on both sides.
The peak in gure 3.3(f) that has the same amplitude like the experiment is the reason for the
main peak in the NS noise carpet. As already seen for MESIR, in gure 3.3(b), both CFD
methods show a similar behaviour and long oscillations with small amplitudes from  = 270 to
 = 90. Therefore, the noise carpet for EU shows no isolated peaks and NS the twin peak.
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(a) Loads - HOST (b) Derivatives - HOST
(c) Loads - UPM (d) Derivatives - UPM
(e) Loads - FLOWer (f) Derivatives - FLOWer
Figure 3.3: Loads and derivatives of the HARTII for variable methods at r=R = 0:87
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3.2.2 7AD
The 7AD blade is the baseline for the ERATO program. Unlike the HARTII blade, it has
a swept back tip and an anhedral downwards, seen in gures 3.4(a) and 3.4(c). Additionally,
it is made of two dierent airfoils from the OA200 series. In gure 3.4(b), the noise carpet of
the experiment is presented. First, it is mentionable that both, 7AD and ERATO, have the
opposite direction of rotation than the HARTII. Second, the 7AD has one main peak on the
advancing side and two smaller peaks on the retreating side. The locations of the main peak at
(x =  2; y = 0) and the smaller peak at (x = 1; y =  2) approximately match the HARTII
experiment, but the maximum noise generated is higher. Although the RPM from the 7AD are
less than the HARTII, its radius is larger, hence the tip Mach number is increased, thus more
noise is emitted.
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(a) Planform parameters 7AD
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(b) SPL - 7AD experiment
(c) Blade design 7AD
Figure 3.4: Planform and SPL [dB] of the 7AD experiment
In table 3.4, the trim angles of the dierent methods are presented for the 7AD. As already
mentioned for the HARTII, the trim angles for the 7AD are also depicted in the appendix in
gure A.2(a).
METAR does not match the collective and cosine portion of the cyclic pitch angles in com-
parison to the experiment. The large osets of the dierent angles may be a reason why the noise
carpet, in gure 3.5(a) for METAR, is false predicted in terms of location and number of peaks.
As already seen at the HARTII carpet for METAR, the main peak is also positioned upstream
on the advancing side. The two smaller peaks on the retreating side near  = 0 are not simulated
at all.
The trim angles computed by MESIR show the largest deviation for the collective pitch,
compared the experiment. In contrast, the cyclic pitch is captured better. The noise, displayed
in gure 3.5(b) shows large dierences to experiment. First, it predicts two peaks, one on the
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advancing side of the blade and one inside the rotor disc. In addition, a larger emission of noise
than the experiment is observed. The noise level of the left peak nearly matches the experiment.
Although MESIR has larger dierences to the experiment than METAR, it is able to simulate
the smaller peaks with small osets from the experiment near  = 0 and  = 300.
UPM-METAR underpredicts the noise level by 4 to 5 dB in gure 3.5(c), yet is able to
capture one of the smaller peaks from the experiment at (x = 1; y =  1:5). Although the
prediction is not well, the low noise level in the top right corner is captured very well.
UPM-BET underpredicts the collective and sine portion of the cyclic pitch and overpredicts
the cosine cyclic pitch. Although the deviations are bigger than UPM-METAR, UPM-BET,
seen in gure 3.5(d), is able to give a good representation of the experiment for the 7AD. The
main noise level is 2 to 3 dB lower than the experiment. However, the contour of the experiment
is predicted well. Furthermore, the second peak near  = 0 and the third peak as a twin peak
near  = 300 are simulated.
Both CFD methods predict similar collective pitch angles, yet only EU is able to match the
cyclic angles. NS shows the largest osets for both cyclic pitch angles. These osets are one
reason why a similar behaviour like for UPM-METAR is observed. The noise carpet for EU
is displayed in gure 3.5(e). The overall noise level is too low, yet it is able to simulate one of
the smaller peaks as a twin peak, located at (x = 0; y =  2). The third peak is located near
(x = 2; y =  1). Comparing these results and the ones from the HARTII, EU is not able to
predict the top right corner well.
In gure 3.5(f), the noise for the NS is too small predicted too, compared to the experiment.
Like UPM-BET, it is able to simulate the smaller peaks of the experiment. The twin peaks were
already observed in the HARTII noise carpet in gure 3.2(f).
7AD
Methods 0[
] C [
] S[
]
Experiment 6:53 2:15  0:77
METAR 6:21 2:36  0:76
MESIR 5:89 2:26  0:56
UPM-METAR 6:21 2:36  0:76
UPM-BET 6:25 2:44  0:95
EU 6:33 2:13  0:81
NS 6:30 2:72  1:21
Table 3.4: Trim results of the 7AD simulation
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(a) SPL - METAR
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(b) SPL - MESIR
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(c) SPL - UPM-METAR
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(d) SPL - UPM-BET
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(e) SPL - EU
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(f) SPL - NS
Figure 3.5: SPL [dB] plots for the 7AD blade
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In gure 3.6, the loads and their temporal derivatives for the investigated methods and the
experiment are displayed. The location of the radial cut is at r=R = 0:825 of the blade geometry.
On the advancing and retreating side, both METAR and MESIR underpredict the integral
loads compared to the experiment, seen in gure 3.6(a). Both also simulate a lot of oscillations
with small and big amplitudes. As already seen for the HARTII blade, METAR also predicts
more uctuations than the experiment seen at  = 100. At  = 180 METAR overpredicts
the integral airloads compared to the experiment, yet MESIR is able to match it well in this
area. On the retreating side at  = 270, both methods are close, yet METAR generates small
oscillations and MESIR simulates more uctuations with smaller amplitudes, compared to the
experiment. In gure 3.6(b), the overprediction of wiggles with high amplitudes is observed, not
only on the advancing side but also on the retreating side. The high Mach number and the high
amplitudes lead to the high noise generated in the respective noise carpets. The large amplitudes
on the retreating side for MESIR are the reason why the noise is widely spread in gure 3.5(b).
From  = 270 to  = 90, the same phenomenon as for the HARTII simulation can be seen
that there is one big row of oscillations with high amplitudes. Hence, the noise peaks are not
isolated and the noise level is overpredicted.
UPM-METAR underpredicts the airloads on the advancing side even more than METAR
orMESIR, seen in gure 3.6(c). Additionally, it shows the same oset likeMETAR at  = 180.
Hence, this eect seems to be related to the structural model and not the aerodynamic model. On
the retreating side, the loads match for a short time the experiment, yet fewer uctuations and
smaller amplitudes are observed, compared to the experiment. This behaviour is also observed
in the derivatives, in gure 3.6(d), where UPM-METAR underpredicts the number of wiggles
compared to the experiment. The lower amplitude in combination with the respective tip Mach
numbers lead to the low noise, generated in the noise carpet.
Unlike for the HARTII loads, UPM-BET matches the experiment well across the whole
span for the 7AD. In addition, it does not capture the same oset like UPM-METAR. In g-
ure 3.6(d) the same eect is observed. On the advancing side the amplitudes are lower than the
experiment, which lead to the lower noise in gure 3.5(d). The wiggles on the retreating side are
directly responsible for the smaller peaks in the noise carpet.
EU underpredicts the airloads by a small amount and determines more uctuations and smaller
amplitudes on both sides, compared to the experiment. The mid near  = 180 is captured well.
Although EU predicts the correct number of oscillations in gure 3.6(f), it also determines the
amplitudes too small. The amplitudes for the oscillations on the retreating side also show larger
deviations. The lower amplitudes on both sides lead to the lower noise that is generated.
NS underpredicts the airloads nearly across the complete span. The number of oscillations
and their amplitudes is calculated too small and near  = 180, it shows the largest oset. On
the advancing side near  = 90 it matches the experiment. In gure 3.6(f), a similar behaviour
can be observed. The number and amplitudes of the uctuations are too small. Therefore, the
noise is calculated with large deviation to the experiment.
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(a) Loads - HOST (b) Derivatives - HOST
(c) Loads - UPM (d) Derivatives - UPM
(e) Loads - FLOWer (f) Derivatives - FLOWer
Figure 3.6: Loads and derivatives of the 7AD blade for variable methods at r=R = 0:825
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3.2.3 ERATO
The ERATO blade was the rst blade ever developed that has a forward-backward swept
tip [10]. It also consists of three dierent airfoils. It was specically designed to reduce BVI-
noise. The blade design and planform parameters are displayed in gures 3.7(a) and 3.7(c). The
noise carpet is presented in gure 3.7(b). In contrast to the other rotors, the ERATO only has
one large BVI hotspot on the advancing side. In addition, the noise level at the peak is lower
than for the other rotors by 2 to 3 dB. Two small peaks are observed at (x = 1; y =  2) and
(x = 0; y =  2). The same peaks can be observed for the 7AD in gure 3.4(b). Yet, the noise
level for the ERATO peaks is up to 6 dB lower.
(a) Planform parameters ERATO, intentionally without units
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(b) SPL - ERATO experiment
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Figure 3.7: Planform and SPL [dB] of the ERATO experiment
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In table 3.5, the trim results from the investigated methods and the experiment are displayed
for ERATO. In gure A.2(b) in the appendix, an additional diagram for the trim angles is
depicted.
METAR shows large dierences for all pitch angles. This wrong prediction is one reason for
the low noise generation in gure 3.8(a). On the one hand,METAR is able to match the location
of the peak well just like for the HARTII. On the other hand, it is not able to predict the smaller
peaks of the rotor blade from the retreating side.
MESIR matches the collective and sine portion pitch better, but underpredicts the cosine
portion. In gure 3.8(b), MESIR matches the location of the main peak, yet overpredicts the
noise level by 2 dB and simulates a second peak at (x =  1; y =  2). This occurs through the
false predicted trim angles.
The results from UPM-METAR are presented in gure 3.8(c). The noise level exceeds the
experiment by 3 dB and the secondary hotspots are not captured at all, yet the center of the peak
matches the experiment well.
Compared to the other three methods, UPM-BET is able to match the collective pitch, but
not the cyclic pitches. Therefore, UPM-BET also overpredicts the noise level, displayed in gure
3.8(d). Yet, it is able to simulate one the smaller peaks of the experiment, with a small oset at
(x = 0; y =  2).
The CFD simulations, EU and NS, also calculate the cyclic pitches wrong, yet NS is able to
match the collective pitch well. As already seen for the HARTII and 7AD, the noise generated
is too low. This behaviour is seen in gures 3.8(e) and 3.8(f). Additionally, both simulations
show a wrong prediction for the location of the hotspot. Yet, they are able to simulate one of the
secondary peaks at (x = 0; y =  2):
ERATO
Methods 0[
] C [
] S[
]
Experiment 7:48 2:84  1:31
METAR 7:90 2:07  1:68
MESIR 7:72 1:93  1:33
UPM-METAR 7:90 2:07  1:68
UPM-BET 7:47 2:11  0:89
EU 7:33 1:92  0:84
NS 7:45 2:24  1:19
Table 3.5: Trim results of the ERATO simulations
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(b) SPL - MESIR
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(c) SPL - UPM-METAR
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(d) SPL - UPM-BET
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(e) SPL - EU
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(f) SPL - NS
Figure 3.8: SPL [dB] plots for the ERATO blade
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In gure 3.9, the airloads and their temporal derivatives for the ERATO blade are presented.
The location of the radial cut is at r=R = 0:85 of the blade geometry.
In gure 3.9(a), METAR shows a good representation of the experiment, although it under-
predicts the loads on the advancing side of the blade and small osets at the front and retreating
side of the blade. Like the blades before, METAR simulates the wiggles too far behind the main
peaks of the experiment, seen in gure 3.9(b). The retreating side is well captured, except some
uctuations occurring too early. The lower tip Mach number on the advancing side and the later
occurring oscillations are the reason why there is an oset in location and noise level in the carpet
plot.
MESIR matches the experiment well with a small oset. One dierence between METAR
and MESIR is near the front of the rotor at  = 180, where MESIR is able to simulate the
small rise in airloads. Another dierence between the methods is the number of uctuations along
the curve, where MESIR shows less wiggles with higher amplitudes. In addition, MESIR pre-
dicts one high amplitude oset near  = 0. As seen in gure 3.8(b), the noise generated, is too
high compared to the experiment. This rise in noise is also observed in gure 3.9(b), where larger
amplitudes than the experiment are observed. The location of the uctuations is determined
correctly for the retreating side, yet the amplitudes are predicted too high. As already seen for
the other blades, from  = 270 to  = 90 an oscillation with high frequency and amplitude is
observed. Hence, two peaks are predicted at (x =  2; y = 0) and (x =  2; y = 1).
In gure 3.9(c), the airloads of UPM-METAR are displayed. The advancing side is captured
well, but the front does not match and the retreating side is overpredicted. Although the num-
ber of uctuations on the retreating sidfe matches the experiment, they occur later and smaller
amplitudes are generated. In gure 3.9(d), the temporal derivatives are identied. Most of the
uctuations are predicted correctly in terms of location, but the amplitude is too small and one
oscillation occurs at  = 0. Through this rst wiggle and the following, the pressure increases
on the blades and thus the noise level increases, seen in the noise carpet in gure 3.8(c).
UPM-BET underpredicts the airloads on the advancing side and shows a big oset at the
front side. On the retreating side, it overpredicts the loads, yet overall it shows the same amount
of oscillations like the experiment. The derivatives, in gure 3.9(d), show a close match with
the experiment on the advancing side. Like UPM-METAR, it predicts the uctuations on the
retreating side well with one large oset near  = 360. On the retreating side more oscillations
than the experiment occur with smaller amplitudes, hence the noise level in that area the same
as the experiment.
Both, EU andNS, show uctuations with small amplitudes, seen in gure 3.9(e). The contour
of the curves of both methods match the experiment, however the loads are generated too low. On
the advancing side at  = 100 and on the retreating side at  = 300 they match the experiment
with small osets. In gure 3.9(f), both simulations show a similar behaviour on the advancing
and retreating side. The number and location of oscillations is captured well, but the amplitudes
are predicted too low. The small amplitudes are the reason why the noise is lower than the
experiment. The single wiggle from EU near  = 0 is accountable for the wrong location of the
peaks location in gure 3.8(e).
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(a) Loads - HOST (b) Derivatives - HOST
(c) Loads - UPM (d) Derivatives - UPM
(e) Loads - FLOWer (f) Derivatives - FLOWer
Figure 3.9: Loads and derivatives of the ERATO blade for variable methods at r=R = 0:85
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3.3 Review of the Accuracy and Costs for Variable Fi-
delity Methods
To perform a parameterization and optimization with variable delity methods, it is also im-
portant to take the required computational resources into account. In gure 3.10, the average
amount of time, required for the dierent methods, is displayed. The time axis is presented in
computer hours on a logarithmic scale. The simulation conducted with NS is considered as the
high delity one based on earlier simulations with CFD [27]. Therefore, it is seen as a reference
and the others are compared with it via a percentage of time needed for them. As already men-
tioned, CFD takes most of the time. The dierence between CFD and the free wake models are
more than two orders of magnitude. Although EU is considered mid-high delity it takes even
more time than the NS. The reason is that EU needs more iterations to trim the rotor than NS.
Although the amount of time for the free wake models MESIR and UPM is very close, the
noise carpets show large dierences. Reasons for this behaviour is the neglection of the fuselage
and the representation of the rotor as a line forMETAR andMESIR. UPM works with panels
and thus represents the surface of the blade. Thus, it is more suited to capture the tip vortices and
their interactions. The time needed for CFD simulations is very high and they do not represent
the experiments well enough with the given resolution. Although the number of grid cells could
be increased to capture the specic elements, the required computational resources would increase
even more.
In table 3.6, the results of the methods of each blade are compared in terms of the respective
noise carpets. Important aspects for comparison are the matching of number, isolation and location
of hotspots. The capturing of the noise level is an additional aspect. METAR predicts coarse
representations of the experiments and is not able to capture specic characteristics like second
peaks or the noise level as the experiment. MESIR shows the largest osets compared to the
experiments. Only for the HARTII blade, it is able to give a fair representation.
It seems that the results from UPM-METAR are dependent on the blade model. For the
HARTII blade, it produces the best results of all methods and the carpets of the 7AD and
ERATO are coarse presentations of the experiments. UPM-BET produces results with at least
two characteristics for the investigated blades.
Both CFD methods make well predictions for the HARTII blade, but not for the other two
blades.
The conclusion of gure 3.10 and table 3.6 is that CFD simulations are not suitable for pa-
rameterizations over large parameter spaces, as mentioned before and by Kowarsch et al [12]. In
contrast, METAR is very well suited to do rst investigations on planform parameters to get
an impression what changes aect the emitted noise and if specic changes are even possible.
MESIR is not suitable, because of the relatively large amount of time it requires. Both UPM
combinations can be used to perform a parametric study on planform parameters. CFD may be
used to conrm the output from the mid-delity methods. This however is only possible if the
number of grid cells is increased and the stepsize is reduced.
Considering the results, the parametric study is performed with both methods from HOST
and UPM respectively.
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Figure 3.10: Average logarithmic scaled time needed for dierent methods in computational
hours
Methods HARTII 7AD ERATO
METAR  	 
MESIR  	 	
UPM-METAR   
UPM-BET   
EU   
NS   
Table 3.6: Comparison of noise carpets of all rotor blades and all methods, requirements are:
number, location and isolation of hotspots and noise level, legend: 	 - none is fullled, - one is
fullled, - two are fullled, - three are fullled
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Chapter 4
Results of the Parametric Study
In the following chapter, the setup and the results of the parametric study are presented and
analyzed. The results of the most promising rotors are displayed as before, via noise carpets,
airloads and temporal derivatives. Furthermore, there are landscapes plots given, which are used
to identify the best case for each parameter and the planform of the blade for the respective
method. In addition, wake visualizations for UPM-BET are displayed in the appendix in gure
A.13 for all parameters and the 7AD baseline cases, to identify how the emitted vortices are
aected.
4.1 Baseline of the 7AD Rotor Blade with reduced RPM
The baseline rotor is chosen to be the 7AD blade. Additionally, the RPM is reduced to
the same number as for the ERATO blade: 946 [36]. Due to the lower RPM the tip speed is
decreased, thus the emitted noise is decreased by 2 dB in the maximum A-weighted SPL [36].
The ight condition is the same as for the ERATO blade, see table 3.2.
In gure 4.1, the noise carpets of the individual methods for the 7AD with reduced RPM are
depicted. In the appendix, in gure A.3, their dierence noise plots are displayed, to identify how
each method predicts the noise compared to the 7AD case presented in chapter 3.
METAR, displayed in gure 4.1(a), predicts one hotspot at  = 90 with a noise reduction of
4 to 6 dB. At  = 0, it seems that there is one more hotspot predicted that may be the second
peak generated by BVI. Compared to the 7AD baseline, in gure 3.5(a), the overall noise level
and the spread are reduced.
Although MESIR, presented in gure 4.1(b), shows no reduction in the maximum occurring
SPL, it predicts one main hotspot. In the lower right corner more noise compared to its baseline
case is generated. Near (x = 0; y =  2), it may be possible that the second peak of BVI may be
observed. Unlike METAR, MESIR still predicts a large area of high noise.
The noise carpet ofUPM-METAR, in gure 4.1(c), predicts a reduction in noise near  = 90
up to 3 dB. From  = 270 to  = 45, more noise compared to its baseline case is generated. At
(x = 1; y =  2), the second hotspot of BVI can be observed.
The noise carpet of UPM-BET, depicted in gure 4.1(d), predicts a similar noise carpet as its
baseline case, in gure 3.5(d). The noise level in the peak has not been decreased. Small changes
are identied around  = 0, where three smaller peaks are predicted. Comparing the wakes in
gures A.13(a) and A.13(b), the vortices are set o above the rotor disc by small amounts. Hence,
the interactions between blades and vortices have been reduced.
Although the simulations dier from each other, the simulations performed with HOST show
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either a reduction in the overall noise level or in the peaks. The simulations performed with
UPM show no signicant reduction in noise level, but an increased noise level in dierent areas.
UPM-BET was not able to reach the noise level of the 7AD blade from chapter 3.2.2. Hence,
it may be possible that this simulation is a good representation of the 7AD with reduced RPM,
with the 2 dB noise reduction [36].
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Figure 4.1: 7AD with reduced RPM - SPL [dB] of the dierent methods
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In gure 4.2, the loads and temporal derivatives of the used methods are presented. Unlike
before they are displayed as disc plots to show the airloads over the whole rotor plane. The
legends for the plots are displayed above. The unit N=m stands for a line load across the ro-
tor blade and is equivalent to lift. The unit N=m stands for the temporal derivative of the
line load derived with the time equivalent degrees. The red lines symbolize the area where most
thrust is generated. The dierence plots for the airloads are depicted in the appendix in gure A.4
The airloads generated by METAR are displayed in gure 4.2(a) and predict oscillations on
the advancing side of the blade from  = 45 to  = 135. Peaks are observed near  = 200,
 = 270 and  = 330. In gure 4.2(b), the derivatives are depicted. Oscillations with large
amplitudes are identied on the advancing side of the blade between  = 0 and  = 135.
The wiggles between  = 45 and  = 100 are responsible for the noise level in the hotspot
and the oscillations near  = 0 are accountable for the noise artefact in the noise carpet near
(x = 0; y =  2).
In gure 4.2(c), the loads predicted byMESIR show peaks at  = 0,  = 100 and  = 270.
Between these peaks on the advancing and retreating side of the blade between  = 270 and
 = 90, oscillations are observed. These wiggles are better captured in gure 4.2(d). Due to the
high amplitudes on the advancing side, the noise level is still very high. The wiggles on the re-
treating side are the second hotspot of BVI. Due to the continuous uctuation and the directivity
of the sound, it seems no second hotspot is generated, but a large carpet with high amount of noise.
The airload peaks in gure 4.2(e), for UPM-METAR, are predicted mainly on the retreating
side of the blade at  = 270 and  = 330. Between the peaks, near  = 300, oscillations
are identied. On the advancing side even more oscillations are observed. These uctuations
at  = 45 can also be observed in gure 4.2(f). The wiggles are focused around three distinct
locations:  = 315,  = 0,  = 45. These uctuations are accountable for the noise peaks in
gure 4.1(c).
The airloads of UPM-BET, displayed in gure 4.2(g), show no peaks as the simulations
before. On the advancing and retreating side wiggles are identied, yet no high amount of load.
The contour of UPM-BET is close to UPM-METAR, yet less loads are generated. Comparing
the derivatives of both UPM simulations, it can be observed that UPM-BET predicts the same
amount of uctuations, yet with higher amplitudes on the advancing side at  = 45 and  = 0.
Hence the noise level is higher. The wiggles on the retreating side are smaller, thus a distinct
second and third peak can be identied.
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Figure 4.2: 7AD with reduced RPM - Loads and derivatives of the dierent methods
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4.2 Test Setup of the Parameterization
In gure 4.3, the baseline parameters of the 7AD are shown over the normed radius. The
chord length at the tip of the blade is xed. The location, where the change in chord length takes
place is marked and will be varied. The location of anhedral is xed at the blade tip, yet its point
of change will be varied. The amount and the location of sweep-1 and twist-1 will be changed.
Sweep-2 and twist-2 are xed by position, yet their amount will be varied.
Figure 4.3: Denition of the 7AD baseline rotor and control points for planform parameters
In table 4.1, the parameters for the baseline at the dierent locations and the ranges for the
parametric study are depicted. The ranges have been set relatively large, so that the eect of
each change, be it big or small, can be analyzed. The Ogee tip, mentioned by Brocklehurst and
Barakos [11], has a small chord length at the tip, hence the chord length is modied over a large
blade span. The eect of anhedral can be seen on airplanes, thus the eect of a winglet should be
tried. Two sweep settings are taken to possibly derive the ERATO or BlueEdgeTM blade [36].
These blades did show that double sweep has a positive eect on the emitted noise. Twist has a
great impact on performance, yet if twist is able to reduce noise eectively has to be investigated.
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7AD Parameterization
Parameters Reference r/R Lower Bound Upper Bound (r=R)min (r=R)max
Chord length 0:33 0:93 0:33 2:0 0:6 1:0
Anhedral  0:07 0:95  2:0 2:0 0:6 1:0
Sweep-1 0:06 0:97  2:0 2:0 0:6 1:0
Sweep-2 0:50 1:0  2:0 2:0 1:0 -
Twist-1  2:6 0:75  15:0 5:0 0:6 1:0
Twist-2  8:2 1:0  15:0 5:0 1:0 -
Table 4.1: 7AD baseline, minimum and maximum parameters with respective locations along
the blade
In table 4.2, the grid sizes for the methods and parameters are displayed. It is a full factorial
grid, which means that the displayed number is taken by the power of numbers of parameters. A
parameterization with METAR on chord variation, for example, investigates 100 dierent blade
shapes, because dierence chord lengths and their locations along the blade are simulated. Because
of the long time that is required for MESIR,UPM-METAR and UPM-BET, the number of
simulations is lower. The amount of simulations for each direction for sweep and twist is smaller,
because the number of simulations increases even more with more directions.
Parametersdirections METAR MESIR UPM-METAR UPM-BET
Chord2 10(100) 7(49) 7(49) 5(25)
Anhedral2 10(100) 7(49) 7(49) 5(25)
Sweep3 5(125) 4(64) 4(64) 3(27)
Twist3 5(125) 4(64) 4(64) 3(27)
Table 4.2: Full factorial for dierent methods and parameters
4.3 Analysis of Parametric Results on Aeroacoustics with
Variable Fidelity Methods
In the following section, the characteristics of the planform parameters with the used methods
are discussed. For the analysis, each parameter is presented individually with each method.
Landscapes of maximum noise are used to identify the eect each parameter has on the emitted
noise. Surrogate models are used to interpolate the space between the congurations. The blacked
out areas mark invalid rotor design that could not be trimmed. The blue and dark blue areas stand
for the minimum amount of noise reached in the dierent simulations. The purple dots represent
all the congurations. The magenta diamond represents the best conguration for the respective
method. The baselines of the 7AD with reduced RPM, in gure 4.1, represent the reference with
1:0 for the respective methods. Everything below 1:0 is a decrease and everything above 1:0 is an
increase in emitted noise. Furthermore delta-noise carpets, delta-airloads, temporal derivatives of
airloads and the blade planforms of the best simulations are presented. The term best is referred
to the minimal occurring SPL peak. The distribution for the color is for all plots the same.
4.3.1 Chord Length
Behaviour of Simulations and Identifying the best Designs
In gure 4.4, the results of the chord parameterization with the four used methods are dis-
played. The respective best designs are depicted below.
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In gure 4.4(a), the results for METAR are given. First, it is mentionable that most of
the simulations with a reference chord length of more than 1:5 did fail. Secondly, most of the
simulations below a chord length of 1:5 were successful. These simulations show that a decrease
in chord length also reduces the emitted noise, especially a short chord length closer to the blade
root at r=R = 0:64 is reducing the noise by about 3%.
MESIR, displayed in gure 4.4(b), shows a similar behaviour like METAR. Larger chord
lengths increase the emitted noise and are too unstable to be simulated. Smaller ones reduce the
noise and are successful. Both HOST-based methods also predict a similar blade planform as
their optimum.
UPM-METAR, depicted in gure 4.4(e), also predicts failed simulations with a chord length
over 1:5. The behaviour is like the one seen forMETAR, because both use the same trim as their
basis. IfMETAR fails to trim a blade design,UPM-METAR will fail too, yet the congurations
of these methods must not be the same because of the number of simulations for each direction.
The best planform is predicted at r=R = 0:73 and a chord length of 0:61 at that location.
UPM-BET is unable to simulate blades with a small chord length beginning closer to the root
of the blade. Unlike the other methods, it is able to simulate larger planforms with an increase in
noise of 3%. Although the behaviour is alike the others, the best planform is found at r=R = 0:9
with a chord length of 0:33.
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Figure 4.4: Normed radius over chord length range and blade planforms for dierent methods
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Aeroacoustic Analysis of the best Designs
In gure 4.5, the dierence plots for the best designs of the chord study are displayed. The
dierence is made between the absolute values of SPL of the best design and the carpet plots
in gure 4.1 for the respective methods. The blue and dark blue areas represent areas of noise
reduction, where red areas represent an increase in noise. The white areas represent minimal
changes in either direction. The absolute plots are shown in the appendix, in gure A.5.
In gure 4.5(a), a signicant reduction in noise in the peak is predicted by METAR. The
peak near  = 90 shows a reduction of about 5 dB. The overall noise level shows a reduction of
about 1 to 3 dB. A minimal increase in noise can be observed on the retreating side near  = 330
outside the rotor disc.
MESIR, depicted in gure 4.5(b), predicts an overall reduction in noise level of about 5 to 7
dB, compared to its baseline. The planforms of METAR and MESIR are similar, yet MESIR
predicts a larger reduction in noise level. But, the maximum noise level of the baseline case of
MESIR was larger than the baseline of METAR. The dierence in noise level in the respective
peaks between these blade designs is about 3 dB, seen in gures A.5(a) and A.5(b).
UPM-METAR predicts a reduction in noise up to 10 dB in the lower right corner, seen
in gure 4.5(c). An overall reduction of about 5 to 7 dB and no increase in noise level can be
observed. The noise level in the peak has not been reduced signicantly, seen in gure A.5(c).
In gure 4.5(d), UPM-BET shows an overall reduction of about 1 to 3 dB, compared to its
baseline. Especially the smaller peaks on the retreating side near  = 0 are reduced. In gure
A.5(d), a smaller peak on the retreating side at  = 300 is identied.
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Figure 4.5: Dierence SPL [dB] for chord length parameterization
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Airload Analysis of the best Designs
In gure 4.6, the delta-airloads and the temporal derivatives of the absolute values are dis-
played for the best designs. The absolute airloads are presented in the appendix in gure A.6.
The dierence in loads predicted by METAR, depicted in gure 4.6(a) show an increase in
airloads near the blade root. Near the tip, there is a decrease in airloads on both, the advancing
and retreating side of the blade. Between  = 0 and  = 90 a change in oscillations can be
observed and the loss in lift is smaller. Due to the smaller chord length less lift is produced.
In gure 4.6(b), the derivatives for METAR are displayed. Compared to its baseline, less and
weaker oscillations are observed, especially on the advancing side of the blade. The weaker wiggles
are accountable for the noise reduction, seen in gure 4.5(a).
The airloads from MESIR, depicted in gure 4.6(c), show a change in oscillations on the
advancing side at  = 90 and the retreating side at  = 270. Near the root more and near
the tip less lift is generated. This behaviour has been observed for METAR too. Both methods
predict a similar best design, yetMESIR shows a larger change in oscillations thanMETAR. In
gure 4.6(d), the derivative loads are displayed. Although the blade planform between both sim-
ulations is similar, MESIR predicts stronger oscillations on the advancing side than METAR.
The wake behind the rotor at  = 0 is also stronger and shows the same behaviour like the
baseline calculation. This high number of uctuations behind the rotor and on the advancing side
are accountable for the amount of spread around the peak, observed in the noise carpet in gure
A.5(b). The wiggles on the retreating side at  = 300 are smaller than the baseline, hence the
noise in this area has been reduced signicantly.
The best design predicted by UPM-METAR has a larger area then the HOST predicted
designs. Hence, the loss in lift at the tip, seen in gure 4.6(e), is lower and the gain in lift near the
root is also lower. Yet, the same eect as for MESIR, a change in uctuations around  = 45,
is observed. In gure 4.6(f), less oscillations on the advancing side at  = 45 and retreating side
at  = 315, are identied. Due to the smaller number and the lower amplitude, the noise level is
decreased signicantly.
In gure 4.6(g), the dierence in airloads compared to the baseline case, predicted by UPM-
BET, is presented. Instead of reducing the lift through the smaller tip, an overall increase in
lift is predicted. In addition, a dierence in oscillations on the advancing and retreating side can
be observed. The eect of the changed wiggles is displayed in gure 4.6(h). Compared to its
baseline case, weaker and less uctuations are predicted. Due to the smaller wiggles the noise is
reduced, what can be observed in gure 4.5(d). In addition, the wake is displayed in gure A.13(c).
Compared to the baseline case, the vortices are larger, hence the interaction between blades and
vortices has been reduced. Due to the larger area at the tip compared to UPM-METAR, the
oscillations are not weakened by the same amount.
In conclusion, it can be said that making the chord length at the tip smaller does have an
eect on airloads and the emitted noise. By reducing the chord length closer to the blade root,
the noise is lower, but the lift also decreases. Due to the reduction in lift, the possibility of stall
increases. Therefore, a compromise has to be found between emitted noise and lift generation.
Furthermore, the vortices are larger, what directly aects BVI.
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Figure 4.6: Loads and derivatives for chord length parameterization
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4.3.2 Anhedral
Behaviour of Simulations and Identifying the best Designs
In gure 4.7, the landscape plots and the planforms for the four used methods of the anhedral
study are presented. The representation of the results is the same as for the chord study. It is
mentionable that nearly all simulations were successful in contrast to the chord variation.
In gure 4.7(a), the variation for METAR is displayed. It predicts that an upwards directed
tip is benecial to reduce noise and it predicts that downwards directed tips are not suited for
this. As already mentioned, the wake of the helicopter is pushed out of the plane slowly. Through
an upwards directed tip, the vortices are set o above the rotor plane and lead to reduction of
noise. In addition, it is possible that the vortices are weaker.
MESIR also predicts an upward directed blade tip for lower noise, yet the location of the plan-
form change is dierent then for METAR, depicted in gure 4.7(b). In contrast to METAR,
congurations with only a little downwards directed tip reduce the noise. Although MESIR
overpredicted the noise compared to the other methods, its wake model is physically more accu-
rate than METAR. Hence, it is possible that MESIR is capturing elements with a downwards
directed tip to reduce noise, which METAR can not.
UPM-METAR, displayed in gure 4.7(e), shows that using any anhedral at the blade is
increasing the noise, hence no optimum is displayed. In addition, no correlation with other methods
can be observed. The structural model betweenMETAR andUPM-METAR is the same, hence
the dierences between these methods are of aerodynamic origin.
UPM-BET, presented in gure 4.7(f), predicts an upward directed tip for lower noise. Unlike
METAR, it predicts two spots of congurations that are benecial to reduce noise. In addition,
the amount of anhedral is lower compared to the results of theHOST simulations. Unlike the rest
of the simulations, UPM-BET has diculties to simulate congurations with a large upwards
directed tip from r=R = 0:7 to 0:9. The wake of the design, displayed in gure 4.7(h), can be
seen in the appendix in gure A.13(d). The vortices are set o above the rotor disc and they also
increase in size behind the rotor. Hence the interaction between blades and vortices is directly
aected.
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Figure 4.7: Normed radius over anhedral range and blade planforms for dierent methods
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Aeroacoustic Analysis of the best Designs
In gure 4.8 the delta noise carpets for the best congurations of the anhedral study are dis-
played. The absolute values are depicted in the appendix, in gure A.7
In gure 4.8(a), the dierence plot fromMETAR is presented. An overall reduction compared
to the baseline is observed. From  = 90 to  = 270 there is a reduction of 5 to 10 dB identied.
On the retreating side from  = 270 to  = 45, there is a rise in emitted noise of about 1 to 7
dB.
MESIR, in gure 4.8(b), predicts a reduction in the overall noise level of about 3 to 7 dB,
compared to its baseline. The most signicant reduction of 7 dB is observed on the retreating
side from  = 180 to  = 270. Near  = 90, a small increase in emitted noise is observed.
Hence, the noise in the peak has not been reduced signicantly, but the noise outside the rotor
disc. This leads to a shift of the peak to the lower left corner, seen in gure A.7(b).
Due to the minimal change in planform, the removal of the anhedral at the tip, UPM-
METAR also predicts a minimal change in emitted noise, seen in gure 4.8(c). Less noise is
generated near  = 45 and more noise is generated around  = 270. Inside the rotor disc,
nearly no change is identied.
UPM-BET, depicted in gure 4.8(d), predicts an overall reduction in noise of about 3 to 5
dB. Some areas are identied where the noise is even larger reduced up to 7 dB. On the retreating
side near  = 300, outside the rotor disc a small increase of noise is observed.
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Figure 4.8: Dierence SPL [dB] for anhedral parameterization
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Airload Analysis of the best Designs
In gure 4.9, the dierence airloads and temporal derivatives of the used methods for the best
anhedral results are presented. The absolute values of the loads are displayed in the appendix in
gure A.8
In gure 4.9(a), for METAR, a decrease in airloads on the advancing side is observed. Fur-
thermore, a change in oscillations is identied from  = 0 to  = 90. On the retreating side,
there is an increase in airloads, except for  = 225 near the tip and  = 330. The wiggles
are also seen in gure 4.9(b), where the derivatives are displayed. Although the uctuations are
stronger compared to the baseline case, they occur between r=R = 0:8 and r=R = 1:0 near the
blade tip. These uctuations are accountable for the higher noise outside the rotor plane in the
noise carpet. Through the directivity of noise and the translatory speed of the helicopter, the
peaks are not inside the rotor disc. At the front, nearly no amplitudes are identied, hence the
noise outside the rotor disc is much lower.
MESIR predicts a change in wiggles on both, the advancing and retreating side, seen in gure
4.9(c). In addition, the oscillations near  = 0 also experience a change in amplitude. At the
front of the rotor disc, changes of the airload along the blade are observed. In gure 4.9(d), the
uctuations and their changed amplitudes are observed from  = 270 to  = 90. Due to the
number of wiggles on the advancing side around  = 45 and their respective strength, the noise
does not experience a signicant reduction in that area. At the front near  = 180, no wiggles
are identied, hence the noise is reduced signicantly.
UPM-METAR, depicted in gure 4.9(e), predicts less lift along the blade with small areas
of lift gain. Additionally, small changes in oscillations can be observed on the advancing and
retreating side of the blade. Due to the small change in planform, only small changes are observed
in gure 4.9(f). Hence, the generated noise does not change signicantly.
In gure 4.9(g), the dierence airloads of UPM-BET are displayed. At the front near the tip
and from  = 270 to  = 90, an overall increase in lift can be observed. In addition, a change
in uctuations around  = 45 and  = 90 is identied. The uctuations are observed in gure
4.9(h). The amplitudes are lower and focused near the tip of the blade, compared to the baseline
case. Due to the reduced number of oscillations near the root of the blade and at the front, the
overall reduction in the noise carpet is explained.
Due to an upwards directed tip, the wiggles are focused near the tip of the blade. Furthermore,
the vortices are set o above the rotor plane, so that the interaction between blades and vortices
is reduced. In most cases the noise is reduced signicantly, but its on cost of lift changes.
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Figure 4.9: Loads and derivatives for anhedral parameterization
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4.3.3 Sweep
Behaviour of Simulations and Identifying the best Designs
In gure 4.10, the results of the sweep study are displayed. The number of variables is three,
hence the behaviour of sweep along the blade at r=R = 0:7 and r=R = 0:9 is displayed for each
method. The planforms of the blades and the optimums for each method are presented in gure
4.11. Note: Sweep-1 is the amount of sweep at r=R and sweep-2 is the amount of sweep at the
blade tip.
In gure 4.10(a) and 4.10(b), the results for METAR, at the specic locations, are depicted.
A backward swept blade is predicted as a benecial solution for noise reduction. Some of the
congurations do fail, especially when a forward swept blade is investigated. In gure 4.11(a) the
optimum for METAR at r=R = 0:6 is displayed. Observing the behaviour of the plot, an area
with a forward-backward swept blade is identied near (x =  1; y = 2), where the noise is low.
This would result in the well known ERATO blade.
The slices for MESIR, depicted in gures 4.10(c) and 4.10(d), are made in areas where no
congurations are investigated directly, hence no dots for the specic designs are displayed. Areas
with pure forward swept congurations are successfully simulated and seem useful for noise reduc-
tion. In gure 4.11(b), the optimum for MESIR is displayed at r=R = 0:73. The blade design is
much like METAR, yet the location for the change in planform is later. A direct comparison of
the blade designs show that MESIR predicts a more smooth transition, compared to METAR.
It also predicts an area where a double swept blade conguration is reducing the noise.
The results of UPM-METAR are presented in gures 4.10(e) and 4.10(f). Unlike METAR,
UPM-METAR predicts the best case solutions with a combination of sweep, be it forward-
backward or backward-forward. In gure 4.11(e), the best design for UPM-METAR is depicted.
The best planform of the successful congurations is found for a backward-forward swept blade
conguration at r=R = 0:87. The optimum calculated by the surrogate models, predict a forward-
backward swept blade as best design, yet these can not be trimmed with METAR.
UPM-BET, displayed in gure 4.10(g) and 4.10(g), also predicts a combination of backward-
forward sept blades as best cases. Unlike UPM-METAR, no benecial congurations with an
ERATO like design seem benecial for noise reduction. The aero-elastic eects may be to large
that trimming is successful. The best case at r=R = 0:8, seen in gure 4.11(f), is similar to the
design of UPM-METAR, yet the location of the change in planform is earlier.
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Figure 4.10: Sweep displayment at dierent normed radii for dierent methods
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Figure 4.11: Best designs - sweep settings and planforms for dierent methods
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Aeroacoustic Analysis of the best Designs
In gure 4.12 the delta noise carpets for the optimal designs of the sweep study are displayed.
In the appendix, in gure A.9, the absolute values are depicted.
METAR, depicted in gure 4.12(a), predicts an overall noise reduction of about 1 to 3 dB.
The noise in the peak has not been reduced by a signicant amount. Outside the rotor disc from
 = 90 to  = 270 the noise has been reduced by about 3 dB. In addition, small areas inside
the disc are observed, where more noise is generated.
MESIR, displayed in gure 4.12(b) predicts an overall reduction in noise level of 1 to 3 dB.
A signicant reduction of 5 dB is predicted inside the rotor disc near  = 45. An increase in
noise is observed outside the disc at (x =  2; y =  2). The planforms of METAR and MESIR
are similar. The noise reduction by both methods is similar too, with small dierences inside and
outside the rotor plane.
Figure 4.12(c) shows the results of the best design from UPM-METAR. An overall reduction
of noise of about 3 to 7 dB is achieved. On the retreating side and inside the rotor disc, areas of
10 dB are identied. Yet, the noise near  = 90 show just minimal changes and even a small
increase in emitted noise, hence the noise in the peak has not been reduced signicantly.
UPM-BET predicts an overall noise reduction of about 3 to 7 dB and up to 10 dB outside
the rotor disc on the retreating side of the blade, seen in gure 4.12(d). Due to the similar design
between the UPM methods the amount of noise reduction is also similar. Yet, the minimal
reduction for UPM-BET is 3 dB and no increase in noise is observed. Due to the sweeping, the
vortices that are depicted in gure A.13(e) are larger and set o above the rotor plane, compared
to the baseline case in gure A.13(b). In addition, it is possible that the vortices are split, but
this can not be observed in the wake gures.
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Figure 4.12: Dierence SPL [dB] for sweep parameterization
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Airload Analysis of the best Designs
In gure 4.13, the dierence airloads and temporal derivatives of the best planforms of the
sweep study, are presented. The absolute values of the airloads are displayed in the appendix in
gure A.10.
METAR, depicted in gure 4.13(a), predicts less lift near the tip of the blade, except near
 = 45 on the advancing side and  = 300 on the retreating side. Near the root of the blade,
especially on the advancing side more lift is generated. In addition, a change in oscillations can
be observed there. In gure 4.13(b), the derivatives for METAR are displayed. Near  = 0
and from  = 45 to  = 120, uctuations with high frequencies and lower amplitudes are
predicted. Due to the low amplitudes, the noise reduction is achieved. On the retreating side,
near  = 270, small amounts of oscillations with low amplitudes are identied. Due to the
translatory ying speed and the directivity of the sound, the small increase in noise outside the
rotor disc is explained.
In gure 4.13(c), the dierence airloads forMESIR are presented. Due to the similar planform
with METAR, their changes in airloads are similar too. Less lift is generated near the tip of the
blade, especially at the front from  = 90 to  = 270. From  = 270 to  = 90 a change in
oscillations is observed, especially on the advancing side of the blade. As seen forMETAR, more
lift is generated near the root of the blade. Although the blade planforms and dierence airloads
between MESIR and METAR are alike, the temporal airloads for MESIR are dierent, seen
in gure 4.13(d). More uctuations with higher amplitudes are generated on the advancing and
retreating side of the blade and around  = 0. Although more wiggles with larger amplitudes
are generated the reduction of noise is similar to METAR. Yet, the oscillations near  = 0 are
accountable for the increase in noise on the retreating side of the blade.
Due to the strong sweeping, the airloads for UPM-METAR, displayed in gure 4.13(e), are
reduced near the tip between r=R = 0:8 and r=R = 1:0 blade location. Close to the root of the
blade more lift is generated. A change in oscillations is observed around  = 45 on the advancing
side and  = 300 on the retreating side of the blade. This change is also observed in gure
4.13(f). The amplitude of the wiggles is smaller compared to the baseline case and the number
has been decreased too. Hence, the noise is reduced by signicant amounts.
In gure 4.13(g), the dierences in airloads are presented for UPM-BET. An increase in lift is
observed from the blade root to r=R = 0:8 of the blade. At the tip, a loss in lift is identied. The
derivatives in gure 4.13(h) show dierences to its baseline case. First, less and weaker wiggles
are simulated on the advancing and retreating side of the blade. Hence, less noise is generated in
these areas. The correlation between the UPM designs is best observed in the derivative plots.
Only small changes in number and strength of uctuations are identied. In addition, the amount
of noise that it reduced, predicted by both methods is similar too.
As already seen for the ERATO and BlueEdgeTM blade, sweeping does have a positive eect
on noise reduction [36] [10]. Due to single backwards sweeping the noise can be reduced. Yet
a double backward-forward sweeping is more eective in reducing the noise. The number of
oscillations and their amplitudes are reduced. Observing the planforms of the blades and their
airloads, it seems that sweeping has the same eect like varying the chord length of the blade at
the tip. Hence, this parameter also needs a compromise between loss in lift and noise reduction.
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Figure 4.13: Loads and derivatives for sweep parameterization
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4.3.4 Twist
Behaviour of Simulations and Identifying the best Designs
In gure 4.14, the results for the twist study are depicted. As already done for sweep, the be-
haviour along the blade geometry r=R for the used methods will be described rst and afterwards
the optimal settings. Instead of showing the respective blade planforms, the twist distribution for
the best designs is depicted in gure 4.15(e) along the blade compared to the baseline case. Note:
Twist-1 is the amount of twist at the specic location r=R on the blade and twist-2 is the change
at the blade tip.
METAR, displayed in gures 4.14(a) and 4.14(b), predicts that a combination of positive and
negative twist along the blade is not benecial for noise reduction. It predicts a rise up in noise
by about 5% and more. A blade with pure positive twist is not benecial either, yet no twist at
all seems to have a noise reducing eect. The largest eects are identied in the centers of the
plots, near  5, for both twist settings and both blade slices at r=R = 0:7 and r=R = 0:9. The
best case, presented in gure 4.15(a), has a twist of  5 at the tip and  5 at r=R = 0:80.
MESIR shows a similar result, yet more noise is reduced with a large amount of twist until
the tip of the blade, seen in gures 4.14(c) and 4.14(d). Additionally, it predicts that twist does
not have the same noise reducing capabilities like the other planform parameters. A reduction of
about 2% is the best reduction that can be observed. The best design, depicted in gure 4.15(b),
shows that both twist settings with  15 beginning at r=R = 0:73 have the best noise reduction
results.
UPM-METAR, depicted in gures 4.14(e) and 4.14(f), shows similar results like METAR
andMESIR. Noise can be reduced by using moderate twisting likeMETAR or high amounts of
twist closer to the blade root like MESIR. In contrast to the other two methods, it predicts that
the amount of twist-1 of  10 near the blade tip at r=R = 0:9 is not useful to reduce the emitted
noise. The best design, presented in gure 4.15(c), has a twist of  8 at r=R = 0:86 on the blade
and of  2 at the tip. Up to 1 to 2% of noise can be reduced.
UPM-BET, displayed in gures 4.14(g) and 4.14(h), show that changing twist-1 closer to the
blade tip increases the emitted noise. An early change for this parameter however, decreases the
noise, which is seen in the optimum in gure 4.15(d). The amount of twist is constant over the
blade length with  5, beginning at r=R = 0:6 blade geometry.
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(c) MESIR - r=R = 0:7
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(e) UPM-METAR - r=R = 0:7
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(g) UPM-BET - r=R = 0:7
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(h) UPM-BET - r=R = 0:9
Figure 4.14: Twist displayment at dierent normed radii for dierent methods
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(a) METAR - r=R = 0:80
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(b) MESIR - r=R = 0:73
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(c) UPM-METAR - r=R = 0:86
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(d) UPM-BET - r=R = 0:60
(e) Twist distribution for dierent optimum
Figure 4.15: Best designs - twist settings and planforms for dierent methods
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Aeroacoustic Analysis of the best Designs
In gure 4.16, the delta noise carpets of the best rotors for the twist study are presented. Their
absolute values are depicted in the appendix, in gure A.11.
The dierence noise carpet of METAR is seen in gure 4.16(a). A noise reduction of 1 to 3
dB is observed on the advancing side of the blade. Inside the rotor disc no change and on the
retreating side near  = 300 a little increase in noise is predicted.
MESIR, displayed in gure 4.16(b), predicts an overall reduction in noise level of about 3 to
7 dB. The largest reduction is observed at the front from  = 90 to  = 270. From  = 0
to  = 90 a small increase in noise is identied. Hence, the noise in the peak is not reduced
signicantly and it experiences a shift to the lower left corner, seen in gure A.11(b).
UPM-METAR, presented in gure 4.16(c), predicts a constant change in the noise level from
 = 270 to  = 90. Inside the rotor disc, a reduction of up to 3 dB is observed. At the front, a
small decrease in the noise level is seen. Outside the rotor disc near  = 300 a reduction of up
to 5 dB can be seen. This leads to the noise carpet in the appendix, gure A.11(c), where three
to four noise peaks from  = 330 to  = 90 can be observed.
The overall noise level predicted by UPM-BET, depicted in gure 4.16(d), is reduced by an
amount of 3 to 5 dB, compared to its baseline case. The main reduction up to 7 dB is observed
in the center of the rotor disc. From  = 0 to  = 270 the noise has also been reduced by 1 to 3
dB. On the retreating side, from  = 270 to  = 0 outside the rotor disc an increase in noise of
up to 5 dB is identied. Hence, two to three hotspots with a high amount of spread are observed
in the absolute noise carpet in A.11(d).
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Figure 4.16: Dierence SPL [dB] for twist parameterization
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Airload Analysis of the best Designs
In gure 4.17, the dierence loads and their derivatives are displayed for the best twist results.
The absolute airload values are presented in the appendix in gure A.12.
The dierence loads forMETAR, seen in gure 4.17(a), show a large increase in airloads near
the tip of the blade on both the advancing and retreating side. Inside the rotor disc, especially
near  = 90 and at the front, the airloads have been reduced. A change in oscillations can be
observed near  = 90. Comparing the derivatives, displayed in gure 4.17(b) and the baseline
case, the number and amplitudes of oscillations only changed by a small amount. On the front
side even more wiggles can be identied. Hence, the noise has not been reduced on the retreating
side of the blade, what is observed in the dierence noise carpet.
The loads of MESIR, depicted in gure 4.17(c), show a large decrease from  = 90 to
 = 270 at the blade tip. Additionally, around  = 0 less lift is generated. Yet, more lift is
generated near the blade root and a change in oscillations on the advancing and retreating side
of the blade near  = 60 and  = 300 is observed. The number of wiggles, displayed in gure
4.17(d), is smaller compared to the baseline case. Hence, the noise is reduced too. In addition,
no oscillations are seen at the front, thus the high noise reduction is achieved. The uctuations
on the retreating and advancing side of the blade from  = 270 to  = 90 and the directivity of
the sound are responsible for the increase in noise in the lower left corner.
UPM-METAR, presented in gure 4.17(e), predicts an increase in airload at the tip of the
blade from r= = 0:9 to r=R = 1:0. Along the blade and closer to the root, less lift is generated.
In addition, a change in oscillations is observed around  = 45 and  = 300. These changes
and even larger and more wiggles, compared to the baseline case are identied in gure 4.17(f).
Although the number of uctuations is increased on the advancing side, their amplitudes have
been lowered. Due to the large amount of wiggles, the noise is increased by a small amount. On
the retreating side the number of wiggles has been reduced, hence the noise reduction up to 5 dB
is achieved.
In gure 4.17(g), which displays the dierence loads for UPM-BET, a large increase in loads
is observed near the blade tip. Less lift is generated near the root of the blade, especially on the
advancing side of the blade. A change in oscillations is identied on the advancing and retreat-
ing side of the blade near  = 60 and  = 300. The oscillations are also identied in gure
4.17(h), where the derivatives are displayed. Compared to the baseline case, the amplitudes of
the oscillations on the advancing side have been lowered and on the retreating side increased. The
large number of uctuations with small amplitudes from  = 0 to  = 135 is accountable for
noise reduction in that area. However, due to the high amplitudes on the retreating side and the
directivity of sound, the noise experiences a signicant increase in the lower right corner. Hence,
the carpet of maximum noise shows a high spread from  = 300 to  = 120.
Summarizing the results, changing the twist of the blade reduces the emitted noise. Yet, an
increase in noise level is also observed for dierent methods in dierent areas. The wake, depicted
in gure A.13(f) that displays the wake of UPM-BET, shows no signicant changes, compared
to the baseline case. In addition, no changes as seen for the other parameters can be observed
either. Hence the wake is not aected and the noise is not reduced by amounts as seen for the
other parameters.
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Figure 4.17: Loads and derivatives for twist parameterization
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4.4 Review of the Parametric Study
First, it is mentionable that each planform parameter has the capability of reducing BVI-noise.
Although noise is reduced, dierent drawbacks were identied by changing the planform of the
blade. As already seen in chapter 3 and in the results of the study of the parameters, the methods
dier due to dierent aerodynamic models and blade discretizations.
Reducing the chord length along the blade is reducing the noise signicantly. But, due to the
short chord length, less area of the blade contributes to the generation of lift. Hence, less lift is
generated at the tip and more is generated near the root of the blade, which leads to a decreased
inertia and potential of stall.
Giving the blade some amount of upwards anhedral also reduces the emitted noise. Due to
the upward directed tip, the oscillations are focused at the tip and the vortices are set o above
the rotor plane, thus the interaction between blades and vortices is reduced.
Sweeping a blade already showed promising results for real helicopters. Comparing the noise
carpets with chord and anhedral, sweep also shows benecial reduction results. The results dif-
fer for each method, yet the noise in the peaks is reduced and also the noise outside the rotor
disc. The methods used for this study predict two optimal planforms, a backward swept and a
backward-forward swept blade. Sweeping the blade has similar drawbacks, like reducing the chord
length at the tip. The airloads at the tip are lowered on the advancing side of the blade for the
backward swept blades. For the double swept blades the airloads experience a reduction at the
tips and an increase along the blade.
Changing the twist of the blade has the least eect on noise reduction in the peaks. Due to
the change in twist, the airloads experience a signicant change at the tip and along the blade. In
addition more, but weaker oscillations occur on the advancing. On the retreating side more and
stronger uctuations occur. Hence, a high amount of spread around the peaks is the result.
Considering the results from chapter 3, the results obtained with UPM-BET show good
representations of the already investigated rotor blades. In addition, the results for the 7AD with
reduced RPM show no areas with too large or too low amounts of noise. Hence, UPM-BET is to
be considered as the method with which to perform further investigations and even optimizations
on planform parameters.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Conclusion
The goal for this thesis was to perform a parametric study on planform parameters with vari-
able delity methods. The aim was to identify the inuence of each parameter on emitted noise
during descent ight state. In this ight state, the helicopter is emitting a high amount of noise
caused by blade-vortex-interaction (BVI). It occurs due to the interaction of blades and earlier
generated vortices. The vortices are not pushed out of the rotor plane immediately, nor do they
convect as quickly as in level ight [14].
In chapter 2 the basics of aeroacoustics and the used Ffowcs-William Hawkings based aeroa-
coustic code are described. Afterwards, the dierent methods to calculate the trim, airloads and
vortices that are necessary to compute the emitted noise, are presented and compared. The low
delity methods are based on the blade element theory (BET) [21] and use a prescribed [5] and
free wake model [4] to simulate the vortices. In addition, an unsteady panel method (UPM)
with the BET is used with a free wake model and is considered as the mid delity method [26].
Furthermore, computational uid dynamics (CFD) [2] utilizing a higher order scheme are used to
compute the airloads and vortices. The trim and elastics of the blades are still computed with
the BET. The blades are discretized along the quarter chord line when using the BET and as a
surface when using panel or CFD methods. Due to the higher level of geometrical representation
of the blade, better simulated noise is expected. Afterwards, the major planform parameters,
chord length, anhedral, sweep and twist [31], are described and their eects on the aeroacoustics
of a helicopter.
In chapter 3 the results of the described methods are compared with already investigated rotor
blades: the HARTII, 7AD and ERATO. All methods use the BET to compute the trim of the
blade. To compare the aerodynamics of the methods, the settings are the same for all simulations.
The BET in combination with the wake models is not able to give a good representation of
the experiments. The more advanced the planform of the blades is, the more dierences in terms
of trim angles and noise carpets are observed.
The trimmed UPM simulations with prescribed wake as well as the BET, matches better the
experiments. But, these are dependent on the blade design. For the HARTII blade good results
are observed, yet the other blades show larger osets in loads and noise carpets.
Although CFD is considered as a high delity method, the results are dependent on the number
of grid cells and the time stepsize. The noise is predicted too low and the amplitudes for the
oscillations in the respective airloads are too little. The trim results show the closest agreement
to the measured trim angles compared to the other methods. Summarizing the CFD results, they
show a coarse representation of the experiments.
Reviewing the results, the BET with its wake models and UPM in combination with the BET
and the prescribed wake model are taken to perform the parametric study. Due to the high amount
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of time needed, CFD simulations are not included in the study.
The parametric study, presented in chapter 4 is performed on the 7AD rotor blade with reduced
revolutions per minute (RPM) and experimental ight settings of the ERATO blade. Due to the
reduction in RPM a rst reduction in noise is given.
For the study, the parameters are changed individually with dierent locations along the blade.
The eect of each parameter has been investigated. The noise characteristics of each congura-
tion are displayed via landscape plots. Additionally noise carpets, dierence airloads and their
derivatives are discussed for the best design, simulated by each method.
Reducing the chord length of the blade has a benecial eect in reducing the noise. Especially
when the smaller chord length is closer to the root of the blade, a signicant reduction in noise is
observed. A drawback of shortening the chord length along the blade is less lift production at the
tip, thus a decreased inertia.
Anhedral has the capability to reduce BVI-noise too. Each method predicts a dierent blade
design, yet nearly all have an upward directed tip in common. The strength and position of the
vortices is near the tip of the blade, what is observed in the respective derivatives of the airloads.
Due to reduced strength and an oset of the vortices, the oncoming blades may not hit the full
vortex and therefore reduce BVI-noise.
Sweeping the blade showed dierent eects between the used methods. The wake models with
the BET predict backward swept blades as best congurations. The noise is reduced, yet less lift
is produced on the advancing side of the blades. The panel methods predict a backward-forward
swept combination of the blade tip. Although the noise in the peaks and outside the rotor plane is
reduced by a signicant amount, the loss of lift at the tip is even higher compared to the backward
swept blades.
The parameter twist reduces the noise, yet the reduction in the peaks is lower compared to
the other parameters and the spread around the peaks is increased. By changing the twist, the
strength of the oscillations is reduced but more occur. Due to the high number of uctuations
the spreading is explained and through the dierent twist at the tip the changed strength of the
vortices.
The review of this study is that each planform parameter has the capability of reducing the
emitted noise, yet twist shows the least promising results. Each parameter need to be changed
carefully, because each change in planform aect the emitted vortices, the airloads and the trim
of the rotor blade. For further investigation or even optimization, UPM coupled with the BET
is recommended. Its results are the most promising and the needed resources are acceptable,
compared to the dierent rotor blades and methods.
Yet, due to the contradictory results of the methods, further investigation and validation is
necessary. Either windtunnel experiments or full blown CFD may be used to investigate specic
blade designs taken from the parametric study. It is also possible to perform low and mid delity
optimizations rst. Afterwards, these results can be validated using high delity methods with a
sucient grid size or windtunnel experiments.
In this thesis, the parameter anhedral did show promising results. Hence, it may be benecial
to further investigate its inuence on emitted noise. Eventually an advanced wing tip design like
winglets is the future of low noise rotorcraft design.
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Appendix A
Additional Visualizations
A.1 Trim Results of used Methods for dierent Rotor
Blades
The following gures A.1, A.2(a) and A.2(b) below, display another visualization for the trim
angles of the results for the dierent rotor blades, in chapter 3.
Figure A.1: HARTII trim diagram, legend: EXP - Experiment, MET - METAR, MES -
MESIR, UPM-M - UPM-METAR, UPM-B - UPM-BET
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(a) Trim - 7AD
(b) Trim - ERATO
Figure A.2: Trim diagram 7AD and ERATO, legend: EXP - Experiment, MET - METAR,
MES - MESIR, UPM-M - UPM-METAR, UPM-B - UPM-BET
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A.2 Dierence Plots of the 7AD blade with reduced RPM
The folloing gure A.3, displays the dierence SPL plots for the 7AD with reduced RPM.
Figure A.4, represents the respective dierence loads for the dierent methods for the 7AD with
reduced RPM.
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Figure A.3: SPL [dB] for 7AD with reduced RPM
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Figure A.4: Loads for 7AD with reudced RPM
A.3 Absolute Noise Carpets and Loads of the Parametric
Study Results
The following gures display the absolute values for SPL [dB] and loads for the dierent
parameters investigated with variable delity methods.
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A.3.1 Chord
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(a) SPL - METAR
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Figure A.5: Best design SPL [dB] for chord parameterization
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Figure A.6: Best design loads for chord parameterization
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A.3.2 Anhedral
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(a) SPL - METAR
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Figure A.7: Best design SPL [dB] for anhedral parameterization
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Figure A.8: Best design loads for anhedral parameterization
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A.3.3 Sweep
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(a) SPL - METAR
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(c) SPL - UPM-METAR
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Figure A.9: Best design SPL [dB] for sweep parameterization
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Figure A.10: Best design loads for Sweep parameterization
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A.3.4 Twist
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(c) SPL - UPM-METAR
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Figure A.11: Best design SPL [dB] for twist parameterization
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Figure A.12: Best design loads for twist parameterization
A.4 Wake Visualization of Baselines and best Designs from
UPM-BET
In gure A.13, the wakes for the 7AD, the baseline for the parametric study and from UPM-
BET are displayed. Displayed is the height of the vortices, so that the eect of each parameter
can be analyzed. The planform changes in gures A.13(c), A.13(d) and A.13(e), show that the
wake is directly aected. The vortices are larger, compared to the baseline case and especially for
anhedral, the wake is set o above the rotor plane.
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Figure A.13: Wake visualization from dierent parameters from UPM-BET results, using the
height as value
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